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PREFACE 

In this essay I am presenting a theory, which resulted from over thirty 
years of free-time work on the firm intuition, that the relation of mind 
and matter would ultimately prove to have its roots in the microphysical 
background of neurophysiological process. In the course of time, this 
presumption appeared to work out excellently, but, still, I had to finish 
a great amount of hard reflexion and struggle, before the principles of 
the relation had evolved to the detail, order and clarity permitting re
daction of the present account. 

I have already a few years ago tried to design a satisfactory report 
on the theory. It was published by Pergamon Press in the form of a 
book; "Fundament al Physical Theory and the Concept of Consciousness", 
1961. The attempt was, unfortunately, not successful. I had, so it appeared, 
prepared the manuscript in too great isolation, and I had severely under
estimated the difficulties peculiar to the transfer of inconventional ideas 
to others. The thing needed to arrive at a more satisfactory result was 
the scrutinizing support and criticism of others. This need has now been 
fulfilled, for, originally still through the book, a steadily widening environ
ment has become interested in my work and ready to help. I acknowledge 
with deeply-felt thanks important contributions of ir. E. H. J. Bik of the 
Fokker company, of professor J. L. van Soest of the Technical University 
of Delft, and of ir. M. Lopes Cardozo of the Philips company. Still, the 
manuscript would not yet have been printed, had not professor H. B. G. 
Casimir, in addition to suggesting many further improvements, taken it 
to the Royal Academy of Sciences of the Netherlands. I feel extremely 
thankful for his powerful support. 

This monography has the character of an essay, or, at least, is not a 
scholarJy work to the conventional standards of science. This was, I feel, 
inevitabie. I am by profession an aeronautical engineer, by education a 
physicist and, say by confession, rather attached to philosophy. I had to 
draw liberally from science, whether physics, neuro-physiology, psychology 
or the general philosophy of science, everything needed to my purposes. 
All such references, however, had to be left rather superficial, or, even, 
have purposively been left superficial in order not to simulate expertship. 
The essay permits th is style. 

The solution of the psycho-physical problem requires a synthesis not 
achievable on the basis of conventional disciplinary scientific expertship. 

Amsterdam, March 1966 
J. H. GREIDANUS 





SUMMARY 

The problem of the relationship of subjective occurrence on the scene 
of consciousness and physiological process in the nervous system is solved 
by postulating that (i) the relation is one of coding, (ü) the coding effects 
permanent recording of decisions (discharge or inhibition) per neuron, 
employing individual physical atoms as basic significant symbols, (üi) the 
quantum-mechanical a-priori statistics of the separate coding events 
corresponds with the a-posteriori symbol statistics of the information 
processed, and (iv) psychology provides the valid approximation of the 
process whenever the statistical approach fails because symbol patterns 
considered tend to become unique. These postulates appear to defi.ne a 
relation which is practically singular and which represents a new case 
of complementarity. The order of the process is found to imply a feature 
which is not reducible to physical facts and which represents emotion. 
The theory permits strikingly simple interpretations in generalized 
physical terms of all elementary psychological properties of the human 
mind. 





1. Introduction 

The systematic knowledge of mankind accumulated in the various 
branches of natural science is still fundamentally defective and incomplete 
in at least one respect: there is no scientific answer to the fundamental 
problem of matter and mind, of the function of the brain and subjective 
experience. This is most remarkable, for the problem is as old as science 
itself. It pervades already as an intriguing, well-formulated, central 
problem the philosophy of the Greeks. In the course of time many so
lutions have been proposed, materialistic if primacy was assigned to the 
material world, idealistic if existence inclusive matter was conceived as 
an achievement of mind. They are, however, all plainly metaphysical, 
that is admittedly and manifestly unsuitible for verification by systematic 
observation and inquiry. 

However, there is good reason to think that the problem will soon 
surrender to human ingenuity in the concentrated attack which modern 
science has launched. The apparently deepest penetration has been 
achieved by neuro-physiology in combination with experiment al psy
chology. This type of work is straightforward directed to the correlation 
of mental sensation and experimental stimulus applied anywhere in the 
complexity of the nervous system, or of sensation and physical signal 
experimentally detected anywhere in this system. It has brought proof 
of an unbreakable and extremely intimate relation between occurrences 
on the scene of consciousness, and physical processes in the nervous system. 

Other most effective work is directed to the nervous circuitry in detail, 
and to the physiological processes which, in the individual nerve cell, 
represent and support the primary neurological characteristics of the cello 
In certain respects, suchlike analysis has reached the level of the separate 
molecules. Soon, it may link up with the fascinating research into the 
molecular basis of the life processes and the genetic specmty of the bio
logical cell in general. Impossible not to mention in this context the 
extremely intriguing work on artificial mutations in the genetic materials 
of living organisms, work which may have no direct neurophysiological 
connection, but which brought the first proofs, that a large part of the 
matter in living cells is specifically (aperiodically) organized down to 
micromolecular detail. 

An entirely different scientific development with a bearing 'On the 
psycho-physical problem is represented by information theory and 
cybernetics. Information theory occupies itself with messages encoded 
into sets of physical symbols (eg. printed messages represented by se
quences of conventionalletter symbols), that is with things (potentially) 
convertible into intelligent or otherwise valuable mental processes by 
reading out the symbolic account. The theory derives its importance 
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from the finding that the statistical analysis of the symbol sequences, 
performed in abstraction ofthe contents (the "semantics") ofthe messages, 
is highly important for the efficient design of communication systems, 
data-processing systems and complex automata. Opportunities to associate 
the theory with the psycho-physical problem result from the circumstance 
that a message is basically a psychological entity, while its symbolic 
account is purely physical. Further, people have come to believe, that 
very complex automata might in certain respects approximate perform
ances of living organisms. The theory of these automata (cybernetics) 
indeed makes use of concepts like "adaptation", "recognition" and 
"learning" adopted from the biologicalor psychological sphere. 

Finally, the fundamental theory of modern physics, quantum-mechanics, 
contains certain principles which have frequently been associated with the 
relation which mind may have to matter. There is the quantum-mechanical 
capriciousness of the individual microphysical particles, atoms, molecules, 
so manifestly destroying the fatal causality of the laws of classical physics; 
obvious chance to release a WiJl from too rigid chains. There is Heisen
berg's uncertainty principle apparently destroying the objectivity of 
individual microphysical detail of the physical world, there is the idea 
of quantum-mechanical complementarity possibly fitting the inter
relationship of matter and mind. Suggestions which have not yet led to 
very significant results, but which may still turn out to be useful. 

Such, in effect, was the position from which our own work started. As 
mentioned in the Preface to this monography, we be1ieved to have im
portant new propositions available by 1961. They were published in 
ref. 1. References 2 and 3 (circulated privately only) were attempts to 
develop alternative presentations of the same principles. However, it 
appeared very difficult to reach satisfactory clarity and quality. None 
of the early accounts proved to be really satisfactory. Paradoxically, our 
propositions are not so difficult to formulate and to understand because 
they are so complicated, but much more because they are so barely simpie. 

This paper is a new attempt to overcome the difficulties. It contains 
a carefully revised and, so we believe, much improved explanation of 
the principles and postulates of the theory. Everyone interested should, 
now, find his way through the text without too much trouble. Please 
consider, however, that even greatest precision and care cannot eliminate 
one particular obstruction which this type of work may encounter. Any 
psycho-physical theory win evidently imply some form ofrelation between 
"the psychical" and "the physical". Now, many people appear to have 
their own ideas about the nature of this relation. Not unexceptionaIly, 

. they appear ready to investigate new arguments only when they promise 
to confirm, or at least to be compatible with, their own views. This 
circumstance may make discus sion very difficult. 

We might weIl do a good thing if we at on ce tried to connect up with 
the brief review given above. It seemed as ifthe neuro-physiologist, armed 
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with the latest resuJts of his most ingenious experiments, would be close st 
to the solution. It appears that he has, nevertheless, little chance to find 
it. This is simply because he has not available the conceptual frame 
needed to develop the solution. What appears necessary is an effective 
and adequate knowledge of the principles of quantum-mechanics, the 
basic theory of physics. In this respect, the theory confirms corresponding 
suggestions mentioned above. To the matters from physics usefuJ to our 
theory belong in particular ERWIN SCHROEDINGERS theory of the aperiodic 
crystal, contained in his little book "What is Life" (ref. 5), and the imagi
native work of Niels Bohr directed to the development of the quantum
mechanicàl concept of complementarity. The book of PASCUAL JORDAN, 
"Die Physik und das Geheimnis des Organischen Lebens", also contained 
a few suggestions useful to our purposes, even though it did not achieve 
its ends. 

Mter all, the reason why earlier attempts to develop a scientific solution 
of the psycho-physical problem failed was generally that 

(a) silently or openly a reduction was pursued of the mind (of mental 
process) to matter (to neuro-physiologic process), which is im
possible; 

(b) the nature and the limits of rational analysis (which is reduction 
to facts) and the irreducible status of emotion were not properly 
recognized. 

It will be a major task of this essay to explain this in detail. 
May we, to finish this introduction, point out that the theory proposed 

consists of a number of postulates, the last one of which is explained 
in art. 14. It is possible to get a long way without this last one. It clarifies 
a particular circumstance which initiaHy can with some success be neg
lected. Yet, many readers may feel that there is something missing in 
the earlier discussions. They will find the thing formulated in art. 14. 
To be more specific : please do not wonder too much when reading arts. 
2-13, how the unity of the human mind could ever result from events as 
proposed, distributed over 1010 separate ceHs. This problem is elaborately 
treated in arts. 14-16. 

2. The relation ot the theory to physics and psychology 

The first statement characterizing the theory may be, that it shall be 
scientific. This shall, simply, mean, that it shall extend the knowledge 
and understanding which science provides (as we assume) ; that it shall, 
accordingly, accept as a starting point all the facts of science expressed 
in conventional terms and concepts, and that it shall respect the established 
laws and relationships in all conditions where they have securely been 
shown to hold. The additional understanding achieved shall, further, be 
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useful for prediction purposes, or, as might preferably be said, for con
structive, corrective, preventive, even therapeutic, purposes. 

This requirement has already remarkable consequences. Given that the 
theory is to exhibit the relation between mind and matter, it invites us 
to start with the sciences, where mind and matter obtain their current 
scÏentific definitions. Obviously, this is with respect to matter physics 
and with respect to mind psychology. This shows that the theory is to 
realize - effectively just because of the mere fact that it is to be scientific 
- one of the following thrEe possibilities: 

(1) it is to reduce the mental component in the definition which 
psychology provides, to the material one as given by physics; 

(2) or it is to reduce the physical component to the mental one, that 
is to psychology; 

(3) or it is in some way to integrate the factual material from physics 
and the factual material of psychology into one, new, psycho
physical discipline. 

The case which we will work out is the third: psycho-physics is an 
organized integration of, fundamentally, physics and psychology. This 
characteristic of the theory is extremely important and should be kept 
in mind constantly. It has intriguing and almost dramatic implications, 
as we will immediately try to explain. For one thing, it, evidently, raizes 
the organized aggregations of matter in living organisms, or even more 
specifically, in a nervous system, to the case where the nature of matter 
becomes most emphatically manifest. The other appearances of matter 
must represent degenerations controlled by the more simple theoretical 
principles of conventional physics, limiting case of the new, more general, 
psycho-physical discipline. So, allegedly, the whole vast universe is filled 
with degenerate matter ex cept in those "tiny lumps of impure carbon 
and water" which repnisent the human heings populating the crust of 
the earth in the view of Bertrant Russell!). 

Then, the most astonishing point is, perhaps, that it is surely known 
that there has been a time when there were no human beings, nor the 
predecessant animaIs, nor, consequently, any of the corresponding forms 
of consciousness. Where, then, is the factor which has allowed escape 
from this completely degenerate condition ? The solution is, that the 
residual mental factor which remains attached to matter in the conditions 
considered again becomes significant when combined with the tremendous 
numbers and dimensions of the universe. We will later see,how this 
works out. 

For the time being, it is better to stay closer at home and to consider 
what kind of knowledge from physics and psychology will most directly 
be involved in the synthesis. To answer this question, we'Il have to look 

I} "Sceptical Essays". 
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at the organization of matter in a human nervous system, and to find 
out why, for heaven's sake, matter-there should have a particular status 
invalidating physics-in-itself and calling for the generalizations of psycho
physics. The answer to the question is easy. The only obvious objective 
property of matter in these conditions is extreme, well-organized, com
plexity. The experimental data of neuro-physiology, though perhaps not 
yet fully clear in this respect, point to degrees of complexity which are 
close to exhaustive, that is in principle not surpassible because the separate 
individual atoms are providing the last significant (and aperiodic) detail. 
We will accept as certain, that physical structure in significant, macro
scopic, parts of the nervous system wiJl indeed prove to be exhaustively 
complex and at the same time relevant to the typical functions of the 
system. 

In trying to establish the physical consequences of this feature of 
complexity, we find that almost the same problem has been encountered 
earlier. The analysis of Timofeeff-Ressovsky's classical experiments with 
radiation-induced mutations in the genetic materials of living organisms, 
in conjunction with other knowledge of the genetic mechanisms securing 
the transfer of heridatary structure and properties already long ago led 
to the firm conclusion, that chromosomes (which we conceive as "macro
physical" structures, rather arbitrarily "because they are visible under 
the ordinary microscope") are in some essential way exhaustively complex. 
Later research has fully confirmed this conclusion, and our present 
knowledge would even permit us to explain in considerable detail how 
these structures are organized and how the aperiodicity arizes 1). In an 
excursion from his own professional field into the realms of life, it is 
ERWIN SCHROEDINGER who came upon summarizing the basic physical 
properties of such material aggregates. The conclusions (contained in his 
booklet "What is Life", Cambr. Univ. Press 1945) are not sensational. 
The structural order in these giant atomic agglomerations is solidly kept 
up by the ordinary intramolecular forces of quantum-mechanics, and the 
stabIe configurations could in principle indeed be calculated by aid of 
the methods of this science. With the tremendously large numbers of 
particles encountered, the number of stabIe (isomeric) configurations 
could potentially also be high. The stability of any one would be due 
to the fact that the condition represents a quantum-mechanical "station
ary state" protected by "energy barriers", that is :protected by the 
circumstance that any small variation of the configuration increases the 
total potential energy. The protection is particularly effective as long as 
the heat motion does not imply comparable kinetic energies. The more 
itdoes, that is the higher the temperature in the less well-ordered en
vironment of the aggregate (in the aggregate itself there is some trouble 

1) The primary answer is: in the aperiodic order of the nucleotide base symbols 
on their ribose·phosphoric acid carrier. 
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with the definition of temperature), the higher the probability of a con
figuration change, a "transition" from the existing into a neighbouringh, 
isomerie (!), configuration. At very high temperature, the structure will 
surely "jump" to complete decomposition, a trivial degenerate isomerie 
condition. 

Transitions from one state into another - from one configuration into 
an isomerical one - are, at any temperature, in principle predictibIe (by 
the methods of quantum-mechanics) in terms of probability only. There
fore, these large structures still exhibit, in their configuration changes, 
the curious capriciousness which is so much a fixed characteristic of 
microphysical processes. 

It might thus seem, that the particular property of exhaustive com
plexity primarily intro duces quantum-mechanics as the applicable physical 
formalism, with transitions between isomerical states as basic physical 
events, and probability as the achievable mode of prediction. To this 
conclusion, however, we now wish to make a new and essential amendment. 
We wish to point out, that the concept ofprobability-that is statistics
cannot be considered applicable to physical conditions involving exhaustive 
complexity. The reason is that probability statements have sense only 
if an ensemble - a collective - can be formed of the systems considered. 
This ensemble is to contain a large number of identical copies of the 
system. It provides the interpretation of the probabilities established in 
terms of approximate relative frequencies (accuracy increasing with the 
square root of the number of copies in the ensemble)and makes, realized 
physicaJly, verification possible by measuring the intensity of a suitable 
(observabIe) transition effect (eg. aspectral line). Now, the construction 
of such an ensemble may weU be completely impossible for exhaustively 
complex structures, aggregates ofperhaps 101L1015 atoms. Such structures 
should generally be unique. The extrapolation of quantum-mechanics is, 
then, inadmissible, at least with respect to the statistical issues of the 
theory. 

There is a most curious independent argument, which effectively seems 
to support this conclusion. There is reason to think, that, particularly, 
probabilities of isomerical transitions in large aperiodic aggregates as 
considered may depend significantlyon any structUral detail. This makes 
that the calculation, by the appropriate (complex) rules of the theory, 
is to involve all the variables (coordinates) of the numerous separate 
particles. It is, then, not very difficult to show, that it is impossible to 
construct a computer - instrument necessarily macrophysical in all its 
engineering details in order to keep its information adequately protected 
against interference by the heat motion - capable of completing the 
calculation before the end of the universe. For this we may for convenience 
accept the present cosmological estimate: five billions of years from now! 
The fundamental reason is, that the machine can't be made arbitrarily 
quick because data transfers cannot occur quicker than the speed of light 
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permits. This sets a rather sharp limit to the machine speed (already 
closely approximated in present advanced designs). Since it is entirely 
reasonable to aIlocate the responsibility for numerical calculation to the 
computers, this consideration reaIly seems to yield the conclusion, that 
the problem submitted is void. The transition probabilities presumed 
oannot be effectively rationalized. 

So, the final conclusion of the analysis is, that exhaustive complexity 
is a condition of physical matter, to which existing physical theory cannot 
be extrapolated with confidence. Quantum-mechanics should provide the 
nearest approximation, but the probabilities in which this theory clothes 
certain of its conclusions faint away. They can neither be effectively 
calculated nor be adequately interpreted in these circumstances. The 
condition is, in fact, foreign to any of the experiments in the physical 
laboratory, from which the evidence backing up the existing theories 
was drawn. So, with respect to physics, the way to new syntheses is, 
here, indeed open. 

In looking at psychology, we should not be astonished to find, that 
we cannot in a similar way, with equal precision, define the elements 
needed in the marriage. Psychology is just not so weIl-organized as 
physics, and does not contain an agreed fundamental theory of the human 
mind. So we can only, rather vaguely, say that the things needed are the 
elementary modes and features of subjective mental process which we 
find described in the handbooks of psychology. Here, we are using the 
concept "mental process" for that subjective display of sensation, impuls, 
experience, affection, etc., on our private scene of consciousness, which 
psychology postulates to exist in a similar form in any human mind, 
and which it tries to investigate objectively. We will refer to initiative, 
observation, instinct, memory, learning, ... , to an assumed polarity of 
the ratio and emotion. The lack of exactness in psychology wiIl not hurt 
us; the mental modes, qualities and properties mentioned will be needed 
only in a conventional fashion. Only the last-mentioned polarity will 
obtain a significance which is not so common. Strictly speaking, this 
polarity is a proposition of our theory supposed to formalize and clarify 
appropriately the current psychological definitions. 

In the end, some rather sophisticated psychology - fragments of the 
psycho-pathology of Freud-wiIl be met, not as parts to be inserted in 
our theory, but as issue of consistent reasoning on the basis of the premises 
of th is theory. This concordance with Freud, in effect, will be the strongest 
confirmation of our constructions, which we will be able to present. 

The instrument needed to effectuate the marriage between (primarily 
the mentioned pans of) psychology and physics is a generalization of the 
coding concept of information theory. We wiIl, soon, show how this is 
to be done. 
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3. A lew introductory remarks about the nervous system 

Before proceeding to the development of the propositions of the theory, 
it is in order to summarize briefly the few elementary neurological data 
which we will need. 

The things required in th is respect are indeed only elementary because 
we will approximate the psycho-physical problem, as announced, primarily 
by aid of the concepts of psychology and (theoretical) physics. Further, 
we will try to find the principles of the solution only. It has appeared 
that these principles can be kept so general, that they will, al most certainly, 
accommodate all the nearly endless detail brought to light in neuro
physiology. Personally, however, we cannot and will not try to show, 
how this detail fits in. This is a job which inevitably must be left to the 
experts. 

We have, however, carefully tried to make sure, that our assumptions 
and propositions are nowhere in compatible or at variance with any of 
the facts ascertained by neuro-physiology. To this purpose, we have used 
several (older) handbooks, and in a last run R. W. GERARDS easily under
standible and in our non-expert eyes beautiful synopsis "Neuro-physiology, 
an Integration (Molecules, Neurons and Behaviour)" in Vol. III ofsection 1 
of the American Physiological Societies Handbook of Physiology. 

The nervous system, then, is well-known to be a dense web of separate 
specialized biological cells interconnected by nerve fibres. This web has 
input terminals represented by sensory receptor cells, and output terminals 
in "end-organs" located on the surface of muscular and glandular cells. 
Disregarding a few complications, each cell- neuron - has a single active 
offshoot-the axon-which, away from the cell, may branche into any 
number of thin fibres. Any such fibre invariably ends, if not in an end
organ, in a small knob-the synaptic knob-on the periphery of another 
neuron (or on an again fibrous-dendritic-extension of this periphery). 
These interconnections define the topology of the network. 

The associated functional process is definitely a decision process "per 
neuron". Each neuron is capable of (i) a discharge mode, an energetic, 
clearly macrophysical, process resulting in the emission of an electro
chemical pulse ("spike") into the axon, and (ii) some much less clear, 
as a matter of fact only indirectly apparent, inhibition mode preventing 
or suppressing the occurrence of discharge. The discharge pulses are led 
to the synaptic knobs of the other neurons with which the one in question 
is connected. There is no reflection back into the axon-branche. What 
precisely occurs at a synapse upon arrival of a pulse is still not known. 
The neuron concerned is, however, to some extent, perhaps rather locally 
"around the synaptic knob", activated. A second pul se led to the same 
synapse is said to increase this activation ("temporal summation"). If 
the second pulse touches another synapse of the same neuron, a similar 
amplification of activation may occur ("spatial summation"). A next 
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decision occurs, as soon as the total activation received is "sufficient". 
This decision wipes out the activation established and does no more if 
inhibiting. If voting for discharge, it initiates this energetic process and 
a new pulse leaves the cell. Our whole theory is based on the assumptiop., 
that these two modes are really antisymmetrical, alternative, possibilities 
to any of the cells of the nervous system. This remains hypothetical, 
since no one has ever directly observed the inhibiting occurrence. Our 
theory will appear to explain easily why this is sO. It mayalso be mentioned 
that we do not know of any clear neuro-physiological criterion which 
should make it possible to decide if the "activation" received by a neuron 
is "sufficient" for a new decision. We'll succeed in explaining also this 
questionable point. 

The nervous web of a human being roughly contains 1010 neurons, 
each receiving (at synapses) signals from a few to a few hundred other 
neurons. Starting immediately behind the receptor cells of the sense 
organs, neurons are with more or less clarity arranged in layers, de:fined 
by dense systems of horizont al interconnections. There is a tremendous 
variety of neurologic subsystems, cross-connections, shortcuts, types of 
cells. There is so much differentiation and structural detail, that, in the 
family of 1010, each separate neuron almost has individuality. 

Each neuron, of course, is a living entity, and accordingly houses all 
thè minutely organized life-processes of biological cells in addition to the 
typically neurologic modes. Unlike all other cells, neurons having assumed 
their normal functions never again engage in mitotic processes of cellular 
devision. Hence, they are never renewed. ldeally, they should all last 
till the end of life in the organism of which they make part. 

Very recently, some rather de:finite evidence has been obtained showing 
that the typical functional activity of neurons is accompanied by a 
particular form of biochemical synthetic action, viz. the synthesis of 
Ribo-Nucleic Acid (RNA). This process might well encode the particular 
a.ctivity of the cell, and in some way be associated with the memory 
feature (faculty) of the complementary mental process. There even seems 
to be some direct evidence strongly supporting this presumption. 

These recent data are of paramount importance because they tend to 
re move an originally speculative element in our considerations. Please 
note that RNA is a fundamentally aperiodic macromolecule carrying a 
four symbol script of arbitrary complexity. The symbols mentioned are 
not individual atoms, but small molecules ("nucleotide-bases"), combi
nations of some 12-15 atoms. 

4. The psycho-physical coding principle 

The theory which we are now going to present is based on the following 
coding principle: the physical process in the nervous system shall write out 
the subjective occurrences on the scene ol consciousne8s in laithlul physical 
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symbols, and consciousness shall, indeed, laithlully read out the symbolic 
events in the nervous system. 

The concept of coding used is borrowed from communication engineering, 
where it denominates an operation of actively writing out a subjectively 
conceived message intended for another human being in conventionalized 
physical signals capable of crossing the space between the sender and 
the receiver. In reading out, at the destination, the sequence of signais, 
the message is made to return to mind. In this case, the acts of writing 
and reading are separated in space, time and consciousness. If there is 
only one mind engaged in the process, these separations cancel, but a 
material process is, apparently, still needed to confum the existence of 
the experience. 

To our imagination, this coding principle will have to be accepted by 
any scientific theory of the human mind. It correctly defi.nes the point 
of convergence of the experimental evidence. It unites the symbolic, 
physical, aspect, and the conscious, subjective, aspect of a psycho-physical 
process into complementary images 1) of one and the same thing. 

The theory is a comprehensive attempt to specify properties of this 
coding principle. 

A fust most important proposition immediately follows from the 
extremely elementary introspective observation, that a memory faculty 
is continuously participating in subjective processes in our mind. This 
faculty reduces our present experience to the past by introducing "recog
nition", however, it is already implied in the bare awareness which we 
have of the continuity of the process. 

This exceedingly fundamental fact is taken to show that, almost beyond 
doubt, the coding principle accepted is implying cumulative and permanent 
recording ol all experience proCe8sed. 

Then, very elementary neuro-physiological knowledge and obvious 
physical limitations and possibilities should ascertain further, that 

the recording occurs per neuron, and that it employs separate, individual 
atoms as basic significant symbols. 

It, no doubt, concerns the neurologic decisions of the cello The ap
propriate assumption is in this respect, that 

the coding events, that are the physical occurrences which effect the recording, 
at the same time effect the decisions, each time either y, discharge, or n, 
inhibition. 

Later on, it will appear necessary to assume, that the record, in addition 
to the decisions, contains at least indirect references - possibly in terms 
of exact location - to the synaptic information which invites them. This 
is a very plausibie extension in view of the elementary importance of 
this data. 

1) Tbis will prove to be "complementarity in a quantum·mechanical sense"; 
compare art. 18. 
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Herewith we have formulated the basic propositions of the theory. 
We believe, that they are all to a high degree pi ausible , indeed almost 
to the point where doubt becomes unrealistic. Nearly all further as
sumptions will prove to be extensions of the above, either almost impli
cations or adaptations imposed by clearcut empirical facts. 

Let us proceed by noticing, that it is obviously necessary to maintain 
a strict organization in the cumulative records of the nerve cells. Physi
cally, this can only mean that they are mono-molecular aggregates. 
Otherwise, the coding atoms would loose their identity in random mixing 
and could not hold the information represented in its proper relation to 
the past. Then, taking into account the supreme degree of complexity 
and variability of experience, it becomes clear, that the record of a neuron 
will naturally be an exhaustively complex, indeed aperiodic, and (with 
continued nervous activity) bit-by-bit extending crystallization. Moreover, 
the aggregate will of course be as much unique as individual human 
experience is unique. This rigorously shows, that no ensemble of identical 
exemplars can ever be assumed to exist. Accordingly, (the statistics of) 
quantum-mechanics cannot be legally applied to the process. The as
sumptions exactly debouch in the field where existing physical theory 
not only permits, but even needs, generalization. 

Further precision can be achieved by taking into account, that the 
mind has started its activity at the moment of birth. At this moment, 
numerous neurons must have taken up their rather normal functions. 
They must have done so on zero experience, purelyon the basis of innate 
provisions. There is, in this condition, no reason whatsoever to doubt 
that they function quite normally. The youthful mind appears perfectly 
able to scout and exploit the rights to which the organism is entitled. 
Thus, it is rather obvious that the cellular decision provisions of the 
nervous system must have started to run on innate records of instinct, 
bases, no doubt, of the later records of proper experience. These bases, 
already, must have had the property of aperiodic complexity, for otherwise 
they could not serve the interplay of matter and mind. 

Just as all other well-organized innate organic provisions, the organic 
bases representing the instinctive foundation of the mind must have a 
genetic origin. Hence, they must be closely related to the chromosome 
system of the cells. Since chromosomes, however, are known to exhibit 
aperiodic complexity themselves, there is, even, the possibility that the 
record-bases of nerve cells are straightforward identical with parts of 
chromosomes ! Then, the identity of the code, the as yet unspecified atomic 
symbols actually used, would, interestingly enough, agree with a ~ the( 1) -
genetic code of the chromosomes. (This consideration at the same time 
shows, that the en co ding atoms are, possibly, always used united into 
certain micromolecular combinations, nucleotide-bases eg. This amend
ment, almost certainly correct - see the last paragraph of art. 3 - does 
not change anything in the conclusions achieved.) 
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The codes used in the base and top layers of the decision record of a 
neuron, that is in the parts "innate" and "acquired", will, of course, 
be the same. Of this cITcumstance, there is an in itself interesting con
fumation. It is implied in the psychological finding, that early childhood 
experience may condition the adult mind in the same way as instincts 
do. By that time, the original experiences have disappeared in the dark 
parts of the far-away past, beyond conscious recall or access. The remaining 
influence, thus, cannot be properlY analysed consciously, just as little 
as instincts can. The importance of the observation is, that it exhibits 
the close relationship between memory and instinct, confuming the way 
in which we have used these two properties of the mind as elementary 
features and provisions of psycho-physical process. Instinct, "memory
record of the sort"! 

Returning to our fundamental propositions, we note, that a cumulative 
recording process proceeding per neuron as assumed, will continuously 
need fresh co ding symbols. Each new decision must be properly written 
down, and the ink needed must be there. Obviously, the less-ordered 
environment of the aggregate is ultimately to supply this material. 
There is, here, reason to introduce the assumption, that this supply 
occurs in (at least) two phases. In the fust, reserve symbols coming from 
the environment should in some way be deposited on the active end(s) 
of the aggregate in a thin, already strictly ordered, layer. In this way, 
the reserve provisionally becomes an extension of the monomolecular 
order of the conglomeration. In the second phase, these symbols may, 
then, be ready to re-arrange isomerically, at any moment one by one, 
into either a y or an n extension of the record, as the case requires. This 
construction assigns a clear status to the co ding events, already supposed 
to initiate, to represent, the neurologic decisions of the nerve cells. These 
events become isomerical transitions within a single well-ordered physical 
aggregate (which, including the reserve, will from now on be called the 
"matrix" of the neuron). Further, the mental process need not be con
tinuously frustrated by the trouble of looking up a symbol needed in 
some chaotical heap of spare materials! 

The picture of the process can, now, in principal respects be made 
complete by establishing in conclusion, that the (isomerical) transition 
of a reserve symbol into a y configuration apparently triggers the macro
physical process of the dis charge of the cell , while the n-transition merely 
restabilizes the matrix (by removing synaptic perturbations, comp. next 
art.) without observable effects (in sure compliance with neurological 
experience!). This end will, perhaps, make the impression of an independent 
and rather extravagant speculation. As a matter of fact, it is strict im
plication of the simple, plausible, fundamental idea to relate the macro
physical discharge processes in the nervous system to individual micro
physical occurrences. PASOUAL JORDAN (ref. 6), working from the same 
fundamental idea, has much stressed the logical point that it implies the 
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assumption of the existence of cellular amplifier provisions. It must be 
said, that the discharge phenomenon of nerve cells conspiciously resembles 
a triggered process. The only particular thing is, that the initiation of 
the process is supposed to be microphysical. But should we, instead of 
this, expect to find in a biological cell the escape mechanisms, hooks and 
clicks, ... which the engineers use in such cases? 

It is important to be, in conclusion, aware of the circumstance, that 
the triggering process just considered is the counterpart of the synaptic 
attenuation process, postulated to provide microphysical accounts to the 
macrophysical occurrences of synaptic activation by arriving nerve signals. 
Both processes are essential to the well-organized coupling of micro
physical and gross physical processes. In both cases the precise organization 
is unknown. The synapse case is definitely more intriguing than the 
triggering case, examples of which are rather common. However, it is 
probable that both will prove to be very complex. The true details can 
only come from analysis by experiment. 

5. Neurons as quasi-statistical devices 

It is now in order to summarize and round-off the achieved picture of 
the functional principles and properties of a neuron. In doing so, it is 
recommendable to accept provisionally the language of quantum -mechanics, 
even though we know that this cannot be unconditionally and without 
restrictions valid. For the time being, we simply have no better set of 
physical concepts available. The result will prove ~o be instructive and 
useful. 

This approach permits us to assign probabilities to the transitions y 
and n isomerically changing the atomic configuration in the matrix of 
a neuron. These probabilities are determined per interval D.t of time. 
For the probability of the transition initiating discharge we will write 
y. D.t, representing the probability per unit of time again by the symbol y. 
Just so, n. D.t shall be the probability of the inhibiting transition for the 
next interval of time. Then, 1- (y+n). D.t will (approximatively) re
present the chance that nothing occurs during the time D.t. This simply 
means that the neuron is allowed to accumulate further synaptic infor
mation. 

The probabilities per unit of time y and n are in principle depending 
on a number of propeIties and conditions characterizing the case. First, 
there is the influence of the structure "8" of the matrix. (The symbol 
"8" shall stand for the complete specification of the structure). This 
reference so-to-say determines the applicable form of Schroedinger's 
equation and the associated stationary state represented by the existing 
configuration. Given the way in which the matrix has been build up, 
the structural influence corresponds with the influence of instinct and 
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experience! Secondly, there is the inHuence of the perturbations to which 
the physical aggregate is exposed. These perturbations result from and . 
represent the (to some extent random) environment. They in any case 
comprise the heat motion, adequately determined by the temperature 
T of the environment al heat-bath. The effect of this perturbation is that 
all transition probabilities increase proportional to exp (- WikT), where 
W is a parameter of the aggregate and k BoJtzmann's constant ("exp" 
stands for the exponential function). From a physical point of view, it 
is difficult to specify further perturbations (although the environment in 
all its extension and complexity could involve numerous relevant factors). 
Neurologically, however, there are at least two conditions which must 
be supposed to represent or organize perturbations of the matrix: (i) the 
system of synaptic excitations, and (ii) certain biochemical, hormonal, 
factors carried to the environment of the matrix by the organic Huid 
systems. These hormonal factors represent an enormously important 
glandular feed-back to the nervous system about which, unfortunately, 
we know not enough to say a useful thing. Neurophysiologically, the 
synaptic perturbation is, of course, the dominant and controlling factor. 
The degree of destabilization of the equilibrium of the matrix which it 
may cause will in the general case depend of the identity of the neuron 
(eg. on the location of synaptic knobs on its surface!) and on the whole 
pattern of signaIs, received at synapses since the last decision. Since we 
may number the synaps es of a neuron, and subsequently characterize 
any pattern of excitations by a symbol X t enumerating in sequence the 
synapses at which pulses arrived in course of time (eg. X i = 12.2.2.2.6.12 ... , 
denoting that the first pulse arrived at synapse 12, the second, third and 
fourth at synapse 2, the fifth at synapse 6, the sixth again at synapse 12, 
etc.) we may indicate the strong dependence of the probabilities y and n 
on the synaptic perturbation by calling out the symbol Xi in their argument 
(in addition, eg., to "8" and "T"). In this way, any neuron can be 
characterized by two sets of functions 

y (8, Xi, T, ... ) and n (8, Xi, T, ... ) 

where the dots represent the unspecified hormonal factors. This specification 
presupposes, that the reserves of the matrix are adequately filled (see 
art. 6). It is, finally, of particular importance to notice, that the functions 
y and n need not vanish when synaptic perturbations are absent (Xi = 0). 
Quantum-mechanically, there may very well be a non-vanishing spon
taneous transition probability. (Strictly speaking, this is, even, the general 
case). The opportunity (of assuming that at least certain neurons have 
significant spontaneous transition probabilities) is of eminent importance, 
for it allows the introduction of initiative into the process. 

The well-known summation properties of neurons can of course be 
easily reproduced by aid of the functions y and n specified above. In 
themselves, these properties are straightforward plausible: the transfer 
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of excitation to certain synaps es additional to excitation applied earlier 
to other synapses will generally increase the perturbation level (by "spatial" 
summation) and promote rapid decision. Just so, transfer of excitation 
to synapses which had already been activated will do the same by "tem
poral" summation. The only amendment is that excitations may partly 
be compensating because some may dominantly invite y and others n. 

It is to be kept in mind, that the perturbation of the equilibrium of 
the matrix of a neuron, caused by synaptic excitation, is initiated by the 
first pulse arriving at any synaptic knob. The perturbation constantly 
remains effective as long as the decision has not been taken. This makes 
it very probable, that the mechanism transferring the excitation to the 
matrix, will imply some biochemical, material, factor released by the 
synapse. 

The experimental investigation of the functional properties of neurons 
must to some extent be handicapped by the inconsequential nature of 
the n-decisions. The textbooks confirm this; the evidence of inhibition 
is essentially indirect. 

It may be pointed out, that cases where (under the influence of certain 
excitations) y and nare numerically smalI, are "hesitation" cases. With 
y or/and n great, the decision should originate rapidly. The total probability 
of discharge resulting from specifications y and n referring to the unit 
oftime is y/(y+n), the total probability of inhibition n/(y+n) (see ref. 1). 

It may be mentioned that the participation of neurons with significant 
initiative in the nervous process has the remarkable consequence, that 
the process cannot be securely inactivated - closed down - by with
holding sensory excitation. This is so, because the y (8, 0, ... ) =1= 0 property 
expresses a certain degree of constant metastability of the atomic con
figuration in the matrix of the neuron concerned. Now, although proba
bilities and the associated metastabilities may leave the fate of any 
individual case entirely indeterminate, the status-quo cannot be main
tained for a long time in a millionfold multiple of structures in such a 
condition. This would, in spite of mutual non-identity (!), be bluntly at 
variance with the laws of physics. We will soon see, what intriguing com
plications these enterprising neurons under circumstances cause ... 

All these specifications may be regarded as implications of the funda
mental postulates of our theory and the elementary facts of neuro
physiology. Of course, our considerations, general as they are, cannot 
furnish details. These can only be determined on the basis of experimental 
analysis. This must be left to the experts. They may be able to advance 
suggestions on the material identity of the recording crystallizations, on 
the nature of synaptic perturbations, on the way in which y-transitions 
trigger discharge, on the very nature of this energetic process, on side
effe cts of the decisions (refraction), on the relation of the fundamental 
processes mentioned with the metabolic processes of the cell, etc., etc. 
Plenty of opportunity to insert all the extravagant complexity thus far 
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discerned experimentally in the picture of the complete process. Knowledge 
with which our assumptions are, to the best of our knowIedge, nowhere 
at variance 1). 

6. Sleep 

The constructions of the preceeding art. have further illuminating 
implications. 

Consider, that each decision of a neuron will use up a symbol of the 
orderly reserve of its transition matrix. Then, since this reserve has been 
assumed to be small- if this were not so structures would tend to become 
periodic, which is incommensurate with the requirements of psycho
physical process-we may foresee, that lively nervous activity, anyhow 
sufficiently prolongued activity, will exhaust it. When this occurs, the 
probabilities y and n wiIl necessarily have to vanish (this is, strictly 
speaking, a structural effect under the jurisdiction of the S-parameter). 
Nervous activity will then have stopped. In order to prevent this issue, 
we have already assumed that the reserve is being renewed. The corre
sponding "phase 1" process has the character of a crystallization process, 
in this respect, that the reserve symbols are being orderly deposited on the 
matrix, supplied by the less-organized environment. Now, it would not 
seem unreasonable to think, that this crystallization process will naturally 
be rather slow, for it must convert disorder into perfect order. It may 
thus not be able to keep pace with the strictly ordered transition process 
of alert conscious activity. This makes it tempting to assume, that the 
necessity of periodically replenishing the reserves of the cells of the nervous 
system is the very reason of sleep. 

Evaluating this suggestion, it soon appears that things cannot be so 
simpIe. The complication arises from the neurons exhibiting initiative. 
While all docile neurons can be inactivated - and thus prepared for 
restoration of reserves - by withholding excitation, neurons with initiative, 
as we already know, cannot be silenced in that way. They will, necessarily, 
now and then initiate discharges. These will reach and activate other 

1) Doubt might arise whether the nucleus of a nerve cell could really accomodate 
a permanent record of the lifetiroe "experience" of the cello It ca.n. A very active 
sensory channel neuron might alroost continuously be involved in functional 'de
cisions. We believe that even then an average of 20 decisions per second will be 
a rather extravagant guess. With 16 waking hours per day during 80 years, that 
would make a total of about 3.4 X 1010 decisions. Assuroe that each record consists 
of a nucleotide base attached to a sugar-phosphoricacid combination. The molecular 
weight of such a notation is of the order of 370, the true weight of the order of 
6 X 10-22 gr. Rence, the 3.4 X 1010 notations will weigh about 2 X 10-11 gr. Now, 
the nucleus of a nerve cell might weigh soma 10-9 gr. So, the heavy record resulting 
from this extravagant case might in the end occupy some 2 percent of the nuclea.r 
material. Not iropossible; but perhaps rather a burden. At 80, things are, indeed, 
no longer working so weIl ... 
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neurons, and so even docile ones are made to return to action. Initiative 
is restless and makes a close down of nervous activity by merely shutting 
off the sense channels impossible. 

At this point, the first rather striking confirmation can be inserted. 
The complication discussed is perfectly known to us. If we try to fall 
asleep by act of will, senses closed down, weinvariably can catch our 
mind in subversive play with new inspirations. Unintended initiatives! 
The mind cannot normally be closed down directly by act of wili. We 
now know why! 

Thus, sleep requires the suppression of initiative. The natural way to 
achieve this would seem to be suppression by overruling inhibition. 
Paradoxically, this calls for an excitation system to the neurons involved; 
in fact an excitation system generating inhibition. This can be organized 
if neurons with initiative are equipped with a synapse which uncon
ditionally imposes inhibition (y = 0), perhaps even in combination with 
any other synaptic excitations. In order to achieve silence, th is synapse 
should then be activated in rather rapid repetition, for with the n-decision 
performed and biochemical equilibrium restored the neuron will be 
functional again, initiative included. However, if an unconditionally 
inhibiting synapse is excited repeatedly, then the corresponding record 
will become perfectly inhibitory-periodic. This, indeed, is the counterpart 
of the essentially mechanical provision y = 0; n =F O. So, the inhibition 
will occur automatically, under the influence of the pulses. They should 
be repeated at such a (perfectly periodic) rate, that the refractory period 
apparently also following an inhibiting transition is adequately covered. 
The resulting inactivation will, then, prepare the cell for replenishment 
of its reserves, except, perhaps, of a (XSI , n)-type of store, which, however, 
may use all wakeful time for restoration. 

The inhibiting pulse system of sleep should originate in a separate 
neurological centre ready to operate, like the neurologic control of all 
automatic processes, without participation of consciousness ... and thus 
exclusively containing neurons with periodic matrices, bases inclusive. 
The periodicity considered thus cares for a general case: automatic 
neurologic control. Pertaining neurons are "purely" mechanical devices. 
We will call them "mechanical" neurons, in contrast to the earlier 
"molecular" ones. 

The "theory of sleep" proposed af ter all appears to be in striking 
agreement with propositions of PAVLOV (ref. 8), who explained sleep as 
"irradiation of inhibition". Of course, he did not realize, that the only 
thing to be suppressed is initiative! 

The periodic pulse system generating the inhibition is doubtless the 
source of the <5-wave signal in the electro-encephalogram of sleeping 
persons. Just as the aperiodic ~-wave is the natural, quasi-random, offprint 
of conscious activity. 

Our propositions can't be much wrong! 
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It may appear remarkable, and af ter all rather unbelievable, that the 
only way to suppress (temporarily) initiative would be to transfer centrally 
manufactured puls es to unconditionally inhibiting synapses of all neurons 
concerned. This, at least, requires the laying of extensive special wiring 
through the whole brain. A narcotic fluid-born chemical factor should 
achieve the same thing in a much simpIer way! 

It probably would! But an alert signal reaching the sense organs would, 
then, possibly not be accepted. In the case above, it is, for the superficial 
sensory circuitry is free of initiative (see later. Neurons located here may 
rest by preventing sensory excitation). But even if it would be accepted, 
it would have to be led to the narcotic glands to warn them to stop 
production, just as it is in reality led to the sleep centre to stop it from 
producing pulses. The glands would have to respond. But then the fluid
flow would still have to clear the whole brain from the earlier narcotics, 
undoubtedly a relatively very slow process. Whereas in reality the stopping 
of the sleep puls es will within one period (one fifth of a second) leave all 
neurons of the brain ready to meet the emergency. A decisive advantage! 

7. Stepwise integration and ditJerentiation 

In preparation to the fundamental postulate of our theory, one additional 
hypothetical assumption is needed approximating an overall feature of 
the general organization of psycho-physical processes. It proposes, that 
the mental evaluation of experience and the design of response and 
reaction may be conceived as occurring in steps. These steps are supposed 
to be backed-up by "horizontal" neuron layers in the nervous system. 
There is experimental evidence almost putting the idea beyond doubt. 
It will be discussed later on. 

In order to make as clear as possible what these assumptions are to 
express, consider the visual sense channel and note, that the neurologie 
organization starts with dense webs of horizont al interconnections already 
in the neuron layer which, in the retina, is immediately behind the receptor 
cells. The function of these superficial interconnections is not known, 
and won't become certain untill experimentation has succeeded to pene
trate (eg. by micro-electrode techniques) into these extremely subtle 
provisions of the human organism (measuring signals parallel to organized 
perception, or introducing subtIe artificial perturbations to be correlated 
with reported sensations). However, if a visual perception is to start
as it does - with tremendous hordes of separate receptor discharges, then 
the construction of bits of local contrast and contour, of differential 
motion, are plausible fust elements in any evaluation which is to occur. 
Vaguely, the nerve system mentioned could be supposed to care for such 
a fust conscious step. 

Higher up, there are many more horizontal neurologic provisions. The 
complete system is, strictly speaking, even in its main features unknown, 
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for as soon as the optic nerve has disappeared in the brain, circuits loose 
their identity in the tremendous complexity of the network. Ultimately, 
everything is interconnected with everything! However, layers defined 
by horizont al interconnections remain nearly everywhere a rather obvious 
design feature of the circuitry. In parallel to this, psychologists have found 
reason to believe, that visual perception evolves from the elements of 
contour, contrast, motion, etc., mentioned, to a class of intermediary 
interpretations. "Gestalts" , highly adaptible principles of form and 
motion. Gestalts, in turn ready to defi.ne in combination the visible objects 
and actors in our external environment, the classifying or individualizing 
recognitions which make the world to a scene in which we can, generally, 
feel ourselves at ease. Objects and actors in effect uniting in themselves 
the reports of all the sens es in balanced characterizing contributions. 

We may, so we believe, characterize the progression from one "layer" 
to the other, from one level of interpretation to the other, by the concepts 
of abstraction and integration. With astrong reference to the physical
neurologic picture, we should provisionally like to define these operations 
as "the valid representation of a set of potential complexes of lower 
symbols by one higher symbol" -this is abstraction-and "the valid 
representation of an actual complex of lower symbols by one higher one 
-this is integration ("applied abstraction"). For example: Any symbol 
pattern of the set of multiple interconnected leafs and branches falls under 
the abstract identification "tree", and the pattern of leaf and branche 
symbols at this moment developed from the messages received by my 
retinal receptors integrate to the valid symbol "(that) tree". A more 
satisfactory clarification is at this moment not possible. The effective 
psychological definitions of both concepts will appeal' to result from our 
theory, they cannot be given without this (complete) instrument. 

At the higher "integration" levels, the process becomes in some respects 
clearer, and in the mental picture more easily discernible. Somewhere in 
the high regions we have, eg., to locate the particular experiences which 
are called "written messages" . These experiences are of very specific 
interest for two reasons. Firstly, they imply explicitely recognizible 
symbol- and integration levels, and secondly there exists a branche of 
science - information theory - which applies to these "processes" and 
which has established certain objective properties which any physical 
representation should show up. 

So important is th is case, that it is justified to dweIl on it a little longer. 
A written message, then, is a physical entity which, when exposed to 
incident hordes of photons, imposes to them, by aid of absorbtion and 
re-emission processes, certain orderly patterns. By fractional interception 
of the swarm by the eye, these patterns transduce to features of specific 
order in tremendous sets of retinal receptor discharges. Subsequently, 
the perceptional integration of these events leads to a class of rather 
abstract serpentine form-symbols which are called "letters". Psycho-
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logically at best references to silly types of elementary sounds, these 
symbols seem to have their most emphatic existence actually in the 
physical document, where they objectively exist in terms of molecules 
of printing ink. Their magic, however, is in their ability of integrating -
by arrangement in well-ordered sequence-to a next class of symbols, 
"words". These new symbols, in contrast to the 26 different letters existing 
in some rather large, not weIl determined quantity (perhaps of the order 
of 20.000), suddenly have clear-cut psychological values. They are "over 
the fence" and are always respectfully treated as psychological entities. 
They each have a "significance" which may refer to an object, a subject, 
a quality, arelation, an affection, a combination, a number, alocation, 
etc., etc. 

As a matter of fact, we should not do as if these word symbols existed 
by virtue of their litteral synthesis in terms of letters in written messages. 
They were pre-existing as the conventional high abstractions of human 
communicàtion and thought! They can also be generated, entirely in
dependent of letters and writing, as integrations of vocal sounds. 

Again, the miracle of these symbols is not in what they are, but in what 
they can integratively achieve. They are constantly ready to fuse to 
"sentences". If you wish, an again higher type of symbol, but then one 
existing in fully indeterminate number and val'iety, each new one designed 
to the specific purpose which it serves, non-recurrent (except in trivial 
cases). Symbols abstractly reporting of human wish, hope, adventure, ... , 
ultimate evaluations of the facts encountered in the world. 

There is, of course, again no experimental certainty about the neurologic 
representation of the mentioned high symbols of human thought -letters, 
words, sentences. But certain mental degenerative affections caused by 
injury or other damage to the brain - the aphasia's and amnesia's
leave little doubt that the lower ones, letters and words, have definite 
localized neurologic carriers, possibly in essence one neuron per symbol. 
The high process of verbal integration, then, is complementarily associated 
with neurologic process in the entire high circuitry of the brain. Symbols 
no longer being recurrent, further abstraction is useless ... 

The things which information theory has to say about written messages 
will receive attention in the next article. 

Some further significant insight in the higher mental processes may be 
derived from the circumstance, that highlevel process can run independent
ly of lower perceptional processes, on internal initiative. Human thought 
normaIly seems to run purely in terms of high abstractions. However, 
lower levels may to some extent be caIled in freely to illustrate or specialize 
any abstract concept requiring such particular attention. We may, eg., 
conceive "rose" as a botanical abstraction. It is just a Hower with so
and-so many stamen, so-and-so many petals, etc. But we can also revive 
quite easily some of its coloured splendor in our mind, perhaps even so 
vividly that we at the same time almost smeIl its scent, that we could 
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draw out its lines if desired. Such imaginative abilities seem to be highly 
variabie from one individual to another, but everyone can employ the 
"method". Some people seem to be able to achieve a degree of detail 
and clarity almost corresponding with true perception. All such cases, 
it seems, can be explained by assuming engagement of lower levels in the 
process, (generally) on high instruction. Translating this into "engagement 
of lower neuron layers" or systems in a neurologic process by excitation 
(carrying the instruction) from the high circuitry, theexplanation is seen 
to presuppose the existence of neurologic wiring descending from central 
high circuitry into the sense channels. It is highly satisfactory to find that 
the handbooks indeed confirm the empirical existence of such wiring. 

We won't say, that this consideration makes all things clear. It does 
seem to provide some vague substantiation of the assumption of stepwise 
integration, but, again, it does not make it possible to discern clearly 
the separate steps. It should, however, now gradually be clear why this 
is so. In the development of perception the lowest integration level so 
to say already provides the whole conscious picture. It already contains 
all the information which has been extracted from the (observed) foreign 
process; in this respect subsequent levels or layers can't add anything. 
Each following step, though neurologically considerably extending the 
amount of cells and circuitry involved in the process, "merely" adds an 
ability. An ability to evolve a new category of abstract implications of 
the signal display at the lower level(s). In the human mind, the last 
step seems to lead to the abstractions which can live without the picture, 
which can be taken over in verbal comment and extension, in speech 
and thought. The difficulty, apparently, is that these abilities cannot 
af ter all easily be arranged into an explicite stepwise multilevel system. 
The most clear information seems to re sult from the occasional degener
ations. If someone is struck by a defect on "high auralievei" , the victim 
may still hear the voices of his fellows, but fail to understand them. The 
conscious process is still there. Only some last step(s) has (have) vanished. 

Experimental techniques may in the future succeed in revealing, how 
the stepwise abstraction and integration system is exactly organized. The 
micro-electrode technique has already yielded some first extremely 
important and impressive results. In a now already classical investigation, 
it has been used by J. Y. LETTVIN et al (ref. 9) to detect the signals travelling 
in the finest individual fibres of the living optic nerve of a frog from the 
eye to the brain. In trying to correlate these signals with what they 
simultaneously organized in the eye's field of vision, they unexpectedly 
(to them!) found that the signals in the optic nerve do not simply cable 
to the brain the details of the picture observed. It appeared (to use their 
own words) "that the eye speaks to the brain in a language already 
highly organized and interpreted ... ", for one thing eg. plainly exhibiting 
the frog's natural interest in ... preys ... with a closed convex contrast 
contour. Obviously, the abstractions involved can only have been organ-
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ized by the superficial, horizontally interconnected, neuron layers of the 
retina itself! The investigation brings an almost straightforward physical 
pro of to our proposition of stepwise integration. 

Arrived at the highest integration level, the process generally does not 
end. The level provides the abstractions from the perceptional report on 
which, directly or indirectly, response and reaction are to be based. 
Process at this level "determines the appropriate reaction pattern to the 
external condition encountered". We must assume, that corresponding 
decisions are injected as instructions into differentiating neuron layers 
descending to the muscles. Ultimately, each separate muscle fibre must 
receive the appropriate excitation. The involved part of the nervous 
system must exactly perform the reverse function of the integrating, 
ascending, part. Looking back from muscles to centrallevel, the innervation 
signal system must integrate back to the abstract intention, but the 
signal flow is doubtless dominantly from central to muscular-peripheral, 
and thus "instructing" instead of "abstracting". 

The action, however, although dependent on these "instructions", does 
not obtain its whole organization by direct differentiation of intention. 
Action always occurs under the control of numerous complex feed-backs 
through the sense-organs. This means that the instruction signals are 
continuously modulated by readjustment and revision signais. 

Such is the general picture of psycho-physical process which we will 
need in order to develop the fundamental postulate of our theory. Later 
on, we will find opportunities to improve it by introducing more effective 
explanations of the nature of abstraction and integration. They will 
particularly clarify the transition from evaluation to response. 

8. Correlation statistics 

Now, let us see how messages are analysed in information theory. The 
procedure appears to start with the observation, that the symbols of a 
message, at sufficiently low (integration-) level- actually on the level of 
letters and words-naturally exhibit a certain statistically definable order. 
The analysis can and should be carried out in abstraction of the semantics 
of the message, a condition which we could express by saying, that "higher 
evaluation is supposed to have not yet occurred". The theory can thus 
disregard psychology. It can also disregard physics, for it does not care 
either about the ink needed for the printing. 

Inevitably, the statistical analysis is to refer to "a representative large 
sample of the type of messages considered". If this is "a library full of 
printed literary English", then an important general case is obtained. 
Note that such libraries are objectively available. 

The statistics firstly comprises a monogram statistics of the simplest 
symbol considered, the letter. It is determined by the relative frequencies 
with which the separate symbols of th is class occufin the subject material. 
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It is represented by 27 "probabilities" Pi (i = 1- 27) (for the blank is 
always included in the list of these symbols as it helps in defining the next 
higher units, the words). The second set of probabilities refers to digrams 
and is represented by 272 probabilities pi, 1, (i = 1- 27; j = 1- 27) which 
are conditional; the conditional probability that the symbol "j" will 
occur when the preceding one is known to be "i". Similarly, a next set 
refers to trigrams and consists of 273 numbers pi, 1, k giving the probability 
that the symbol "k" will occur on a place where the preceding digram is 
known to be "i, j" . And so on (1). 

Doing the same with words, similar but very much more extensive 
sets of statistical data are obtained: monogram probabilities qi, digram 
conditional probabilities qi,1, etc., with i,. j,. ... = 1-10.000 or more. 

Formally, the sets can be arbitrarily extended to quadrigrams, penta
grams, etc., but it is easy to see that things will soon become strictly 
unfeasible for two reasons : (i) the data become so extensive that the 
effort required to determine them from the subject material becomes 
prohibitive, and (ii) the subject material soon becomes too small to yield 
"reliabIe" probabilities. With letters the case of the quadrigrams may 
still be manageable, with words the 10.0003 trigram-sets already escape 
effective determination. 

The claim that such sets of mere numerical data represent a very 
deep-Ieying objective property of messages of the class su bmitted cannot 
be more nicely and convincingly demonstrated than by showing that, 
given such data, a certain type of approximation to such messages can be 
generated automatically. Again following SHANNON (ref. ll), imagine an 
automatic typewriter incorporating a stochastic unit which gambles 
for each next symbol (letter) to be printed, at the same time having stored 
the latest two in a memory. The gambling mechanism shall, by aid of 
the digram in memory, be tuned to the true trigram probabilities, each 
time extending the terminal digram to a trigram. Arbitrarily giving an 
initial sequence of two, what wiIl the dead physical machine produce 1 

It appears, that we can get a representative result in our hands without 
having constructed the machine and even without ever having counted 
out the statistics. Just take a representative "book" from the library, 
open it on an arbitrary page, select an entirely arbitrary letter on this page, 
and follow the lines until you meet the given digram. Then, write the 
next symbol found to occur in the book behind the two available on the 
paper which lies before you. Let the initial digram be 

IN 

The experiment may show, that this pair is to be extended by a blank 
(to be represented by "+ "). So write 

IN + 
Now take the final digram N +, open the book on a new page (and perhaps 
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take another book!), select a new spot, and read until you find the digram 
N +. Note the symbol found to follow. Shannon once found: again N, 

IN+ N 

Go on with + N. The Shannon exercise resulted in O. And so the example 
emerged (replacing plusses by ~pacings) 

IN NO IST LAT WHEY CRATICT FROURE BIRS GROCID 
PONDEMONE OF DEMONSTRURES OF THE REPTAGIN IS .•. 

It contains the correct trigram statistics because the book did contain 
this implicitely. It must have been quite a job to manufacture this example, 
and anyone who has tried will agree, that the use of quadrigram statistics 
is pretty weIl unfeasible. 

Now, what does the example show~ NaturaIly, the machine produced 
nonsense. But admittedly it succeeded in reproducing small "good" 
English words, and many other ones exhibit "strikingly English structure" . 
The lengths of the words is entirely of "English order". 

Similar things may be tried with words. The machine would become 
horribly big ; it must be ableto print any word as a unit, and if modest 
digram statistics is used, its gambling mechanism must be adjusted to 
all 10.000 x 10.000 probabilities that any of the symbols will follow any 
terminating monogram. Still, however, examples can be generated by aid 
of the implicite method described. Shannon, who patiently did it, obtained 
the following much quoted result 

THE HEAD AND IN FRONTAL ATTACK ON AN ENGLISH 
WRITER THAT THE CHARACTER OF THIS POINT IS 
THEREFORE ANOTHER METHOD FOR THE LETTERS THAT 
THE TIME OF WHO EVER TOLD THE PROBLEM FOR ... 

This example shows that even with this very modest statistics at the 
background a quasi-message emerges, which exhibits logical consistency 
over fragments of quite some length! It is really a pity, that a trigram 
éxercise with words is already so close to impossible. 

There are a few things quite remarkable in these results. There is a 
kind of illusory promise in this statistical approach. This promise is: if 
you ever and ever more concentrate your effort on the explicite resolution 
of the statistical structure of messages, you may once be able to build 
a machine which will produce the same reason and the same value as 
human beings can. .. Illusion, for the set of all existing "messages" 
is finite. It is an unfinished set of the human world, which is every day 
being extended. 

And so, even the most ridiculous effort will fail, for at a certain multigram 
level the total material will necessarily fall short ; it will be too small to 
determine the statistics envisaged. The fact will make itself feIt, that the 
whole submitted is unique. The idealizing abstraction which carries the 
system of natural numbers-l, 2, 3, ... - beyond all limits, cannot be 
transferred to "information" . Information cannot be abstractly defined; 
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it exists only to the extent at which it has been consciously created. 
Even modest forms of correlation statistics, however, do permit a 

certain simulation of true messages, as shown. This opportunity can be 
used profitably in the design of efficient communication systems. 

9. The central postulate 

Since, in art. 4, we have accepted that the subjective display on the 
scene of our mind shall find itselfwritten out faithfully in physical symbols 
somewhere in our nervous system, there should exist opportunities to 
apply the principles of the preceding chapter, the statistical analysis of 
Shannon, to the characteristic events of a neurologic process. 

The opportunity can, as a matter of fact, easily be marked out precisely. 
It is not possible to approximate by experiment the symbols which we 
have assumed to be involved in the fundamental nervous recording 
process, the structure of the matrices in which the records are fixed. These 
things have microphysical fineness and would be destroyed or, at least, 
disorganized in any experiment. But we can without too much difficulty 
check experimentally the clearcut macrophysical spikes which transmit 
the positive decisions of the neurons of the system through the whole 
system. These spikes are energetic enough to allow tapping of some of 
their energy. So, we may play with the idea of having established experi
mentally a complete (oscillograph-) record of all spike transfers in some 
selected part of the nervous system during some appropriate time. The 

. statistics inherent in these signals can s:ubsequently be counted out in 
that record. Spike correlations to be determined could, as a matter of 
fact, both be timewise (as statistical relations between spike events at 
different times) or spacewise (as relations between rather simultaneous 
signals in adjacent fibres of one nerve bundIe). The analysis may disregard 
the mental complement which the process had just so as Shannon dis
regarded the semantics of his messages. 

As an example, one might think of the pulse display emitted by the 
receptor cells of the retina. There can be no doubt, that the features of 
local order inherent in the conscious picture - order represented by 
impressions of contour and contrast, continuities and discriminations, 
constancies and variations, etc. - will impose correlations in space and 
time on the encoding signaIs. Or we might with some boldness suppose 
that the symbols of written messages have straightforward neurologic 
representations in a literate brain, and therewith transfer the whole 
essence of Shannon's correlation statistics to the nervous system. 

Naturally, allretrievable or constructible statistics will, at any abstraction 
level, again be limited to simple correlations, and break down when 
tentatively pushed to more complex ones. Again, this will be due to the 
fa ct that the total contents of the conscious process is at any time new 
and unique. 
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Thus, we are led to believe, that there are two possible statistical 
approaches to a neuro-physiologic process. The one is based on quantum
mechanics and purely physical. It results in numerical data which a-priori 
are postulated to represent probabilities. They can be obtained by calcu
lation from the molecular structure of the matrices of the cells of the 
nervous system in conjunction with the temperature of the surrounding 
heat-bath and certain perturbations resulting from external factors. The 
calculation should ideally yield the expressions y (S, X t , T, ... ); n (S, X t , 

T, ... ) of chapter 5. The whole method is marginal because the structural 
complexities encountered are such that the analysis is effectively "hardly 
feasible or possible". The other approach is based on information theory 
in conjunction with the coding principle of art. 4. It can be obtained as 
an a-posteriori statistics by counting out signal transfers in the nervous 
system over a representative period. The result is a feature of the code
system employed in the (psycho-physical) process. There are, in this case, 
also sharp limitations. They result from the circumstance that coilscious 
experience is fundamentally non-recurrent and ever new. 

In both cases, no use is made of anything subjectively available in the 
mental counterpart of the process. In the fust case, the existence if this 
counterpart is, even, totally irrelevant. 

These considerations immediately lead to the following postulate 
apparently resolving the fundamental problem of the human mind: 

The (residual ) a-priori statistics ot the transitions in the matrices ot the 
cells ot the nervous system, which quantum-mechanics in spite ot strong 
limitations encountered still succeeds in defining, shall agree with the a
posteriori correlation statistics ot the nervous spike signals associated with 
these evems conceived as physical codifications ot the conscious experience 
proceBsed. IN AS MUOH AS THE FUNDAMENTALLY UNIQUE 
OHARAOTER OF ANY PHASE OF THE PROOESS PREOLUDES 
THE APPLIOATION OF STATISTlOS, THE PSYOHOWGIO AP
PROAOH OF THE MENTAL OOUNTERPART SHALL STILL BE · 
A POSSIBLE, INDEPENDENT AND SOIENTIFIOALLY VALID 
APPROXIMATION TO THE PROOESS. 

This postulate def1nes arelation between physics and psychology, which 
willlater on be shown to represent a new case of complementarity in the 
sense for the fust time def1ned by Niels Bohr. It confums physical matter 
in its röle of encoding symbolism to mental process. The most strongly 
objective, most sophisticated and most deeply-founded def1nition of 
matter by the mathematics of the equation of Schroedinger and the 
associated abstract rules of quantum-mechanics appear to serve obediently 
its value as symbolic code of conscious subjectivity. 

In the language of information theory, the alternative scientific ap
proach of psychology to the processes considered "adresses itself to the 
semantics of the message" , the aspect disregarded in information theory 
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and physics. The resulting enormous extension of the opportunities to 
make predictions about the future course of the process (aftel' suitible 
preparatory investigation, of course) need not be explained. The most 
valuable cases are perhaps the psycho-therapeutic cases. 

Conventional physics (quantum-mechanics) conforms with the central 
postulate as an asymptotic case characterized by degeneration of the 
"semantic" aspect: in corresponding processes the coding potentialof 
the individual atoms is not used and transitions occurring on the micro
physicallevel are random. The concept of randomness therewith obtains 
the (adequate) psychological definition of "not conveying intention". 
The objective sign of the condition is absence of exhaustive organized 
complexity. 

The postulate adequately rounds off the earlier propositions. lts main, 
all-important, röle is in exhibiting, how consistency can effectively be 
maintained in an integration of the sciences of physics and psychology. 
The postulate is directly and specifically used in the psycho-physical 
interpretation of the psychologic abilities of learning and habit-formation 
to be discussed in the next article. This interpretation is so eminently 
simple and to the point, that much doubt about the validity of the basic 
postulate can't remain. 

We won't leave unmentioned, that the conclusions of this article 
necessitate some reconsideration and revision of an earlier proposition. 
We have been arguing, that exhaustive complexity should withdraw a 
physical system from the grip of quantum-mechanics. There were two 
reasons : fl.rstly exhaustive complexity would make it impossible to 
construct or provide an ensemble of strictly identical copies of the system 
as required for interpreting and checking statistical predictions, and 
secondly exhaustive complexity would make calculations of transition 
probabilities unfeasible to a degree very close to impossible. Apparently, 
this conclusion has not been taken over in its strict form in the central 
postulate, which, at least, seems to allocate some residual effectiveness to 
quantum-statistics in conditions of exhaustive complexity! 

The last point of view is indeed the better one. It is, namely, in fact 
probably not absolutely necessary to demand strict identity of the system 
copies in a statistical ensemble. Consider, eg., a monocellular amoeba. 
This is an "animai" very clearly not equipped with a highly abstracting 
mind. lts experience might very weIl be so simpie, that records of it, 
though strictly speaking possibly never rigorously identical from individual 
to individual, are so closely similar, that a great many structurally induced 
tendencies become all the same ... Psychologically, this would correspond 
with a (most plausible) conclusion, that there is not much true indi
viduality detectible in amoeba! Further, transition probabilities in aperi
odic structures might partIy not be too much dependent on the full detail, 
but only on certain average features. Then, drastic simplification of 
calculations should be possible. 
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It is of importance to note, that this improved point of view does not 
change our conclusion, that quantum-mechanics has a limited scope. It 
must be recognized, that the conditions under which an asymptotic 
simplification of a general theory becomes acceptible, are naturally 
determined by this general theory. Hence, the conditions under which 
quantum-mechanics becomes a valid approximation to certain phenomena, 
should follow from psycho-physics, and, thus, probably involve some 
irreducible psychological reference. You can (for prediction purposes) get 
along with quantum-mechanics as long as you can get along without 
psychology, that is as long as your experiments can rely on observation 
only and need not usefully imply communication. 

10. Instinct and learning 

We are now sufficiently equipped to develop psycho-physical expla
nations for the elementary properties of the hu man mind. Instinct and 
learning shall be the first two. 

Consider a new-born animal. The cells of its nervous system, so we 
assumed, contain matrix-bases which organize all the available abilities 
in instinctive patterns. In terms of functions y (8, Xt, . . ); n (8, X t , . . ), 

the base structure 8 conditions transition tendencies perfectly matched 
to the statistics of these events conceived as code symbols of the experience 
in the young mental scene. Conversily, the extensions of the bases by the 
records of the mental proceedings so initiated, "quantum-mechanically" 
generate, according to the postulate of art. 9, transition tendencies com
mensurate with the symbol correlation statistics. These tendencies thus 
simply confIrm the earlier, purely base-conditioned, probabilities. Hence, 
well-organized instincts just find themselves confirmed by the experience 
which they pre-organize. There is a conservation feature in the postulate 
of art. 9! 

Now, statistical conditions imposed to certain phenomena by nature 
leave great freedom to the effective sequencing of occurrences and cannot 
be considered to be as rigorous and precise as numeri cal identifications 
with a causal basis. When considering, eg., the mental record of a short 
time interval, one minute say, there may even be no opportunity at all 
to check if the symbol statistics does or does not comply with given 
predictions y (8, ... ); n (8, ... ). The attempted check may weIl suggest 
only some degree of commonness or uncommonness of the small sample. 
In looking at a game of dice, there is nothing impossible in an uninter
rupted series of ten double sixes, but slightly uncommon (in itself rather 
improbable) is it. 

We may use this type offreedom by accepting a most plausible extension 
of the central postulate. We propose, that some slight degree of un
commonness, as judged from the point of view of the a-priori statistics, 
in the symbolic picture of some piece of mental performance shall be 
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achievable by mental effort. This amounts to accepting mental effort as 
a means giving access to the relatively (slightly) improbable, with perhaps 
the effort proportional to the degree of relative uncommonness. This idea 
is extremely plausible, for we know for sure that we require mental effort 
exactly for raising our performance just slightly over the quality level 
achieved earlier. 

The proposition has very important consequences. It allows us to 
impose to the (neurologic) signals carrying our present performance 
correlation frequencies not fully agreeing with the established, 8-condi
tioned, trends. The deviation is to be considered as offprint of the im
provement achieved by the effort exerted. Now, by the central postulate, 
the structural (8) effect of the addition to the neurologic record of the 
matrix transitions involved in the piece of improved performance con
sidered is to confirm the statistics implied in it. This means that the 
structural influence is becoming adapted to the improvement achieved! 
Opportunity arises to improve (originally) instinctive mental performances 
continuously through sustained and repeated exercise under the steady 
stress of effort to achieve the best result possible. This is exactly what 
learning is. 

Specific instincts implying elaborate pre-organized action soon seem to 
permit, under the pressure oflearning (exercise), near-perfect performance. 
But they do not permit to cope with the "unforeseen" ; they may leave 
the organism helpiess in cases of uncommon complications in the external 
conditions. The impressive cases of learning are obviously associated with 
the more generalized instincts ; instincts to imitate, to notice and exploit 
causal relations, to express will and wish in vocal symbols, etc. In such 
cases, initial performance is nearly always bad. The end, however, may 
again approximate perfection ... 

It is of interest to note, that there should exist a degenerate form of 
learning. It arises when some purpose consciously pursued can be achieved 
by action so much the same from case to case, that the whole pattern 
becomes strictly constant, success assured. Then, the neuron matrices 
carrying the symbols of the abstractions involved will find themselves 
extended every time (when appropriately activated) by exactly the same 
new recording symbols. Initially, this may cost some effort. The identical 
records, however, will soon introduce periodicity in the structure of the 
matrix. By the postulate of art. 9, the 8-effect associated should quantum
mechanically confirm the response-constancy. It emphatically does! From 
the point of view of quantum-mechanics, periodicstructuresaremechanical 
elements in the physical world, condemned to associate identical effects 
with identical causes. The process thus becomes purely automatic. Con
sciousness becomes superfluous, and, as a matter of fact, withdraws! The 
deduction, so it would seem, is in full agreement with experience. 

The case appropriately clarifies the particular status of the automata. 
They are devices which may originate in two entirely different ways, in 
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the end equivalent: either through upgrading of physical materials by 
the methods of engineering, or by downgrading, through periodicity, the 
material provisions to consciousness. 

11. Imagination and hallucinations 

We will now discuss further psychological consequences and confirma
tions of the postulated correspondence of quantum- and symbol statistics. 

Clearly, the neuron circuitry of the lower integration levels, determining 
the ways and orders in which signals evolve, and the numerous y (8, XI; .. ); 

n (8, X" .. ) adjustments of the individu al nenrons, are ' approximately 
reconstituting a message-generating machine of Shannon, and indeed one 
with a perfection which could never be achieved engineeringwise. Perhaps, 
this is the best way to explain, or to look at, the extremely narrow adap
tation between the material provisions of the nervous system and the 
requirements of the adjoined mental process. In one layer, the integrative 
process, that is the sequencing and channelling of symbols to proper 
abstractions of the things spelled out at the one lower level, and proper 
differentiations of the further evaluation at the next higher, can "almost 
run of itself", purely by aid of the physical provisions of the system. 
Mentally effortless. 

This form of minute physical adaptation may attain particular per
fection at the lower levels. At the higher ones, where due to the uniqueness 
of the course chosen within the immense, indefinite, set of potentially 
possible courses the one chosen is always "improbable", some mental 
effort should always be attending. 

,At low level almost running of itself, the process will generally be 
activated from below. The integration is just one link in a chain which, 
in the simple cases, starts at the receptor input organs of the nervous 
system. Such a process is an observation process. The adaptation en
countered in the ascending display resembles the physical phenomenon 
of resonance. The physical process in the lower layers is so closely adapted 
to what they may receive from below, that it can run perfectlyon minute 
excitation! In other words: the provisions in these layers so clever anti
cipate the activations which may come up from below, that, strictly 
speaking, there may scarcely be opportunity to discriminate objectively 
between passive observation and active anticipation. This view will later 
on indeed prove to be a most adequate qualification of the process. 

Nevertheless, the integrative process in a layer as considered need not 
be activated from below! The provisions of the layer perfectly care for 
independent operation. Or the activation could co me from above! The 
analysis of the human nervous system has shown that there are, in any 
sense channel, in addition to the main bundles of ascending nerve fibres 
also bundels of descending ones, carrying signals from central to peripheral 
levels. Activation could start from any source equipped with initiative. 
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It should be plain, that these considerations again depict a known 
primary psychological property of mental processes, the property of the 
imaginative activation of sensations related to sensory experience. We 
can all create experience from within, purely by imagination. This faculty 
now has obtained a most satisfactory explanation. 

Normally, we can effectively distinguish between observation and 
imagination. We think, that this is due to the lack of initiative in the 
most superficial sensory integration layers. This would be entirely reason
able, for so close to the objective world the main job should still be to 
pick up external process without additions and modulations by internal 
initiative. At the same time, a case comes to our mind, where proper 
discrimination between observation and imagination fails. This is the case 
of the hallucinations. Are, then, hallucinations perhaps imaginations 
caused by improper initiative at barest superficiallevel ~ Perhaps even at 
receptor-level ~ And is this improper initiative perhaps caused by excessive 
destabilization under the influence of ... high fever ... or poison ~ A very 
reasonable explanation, for high fever does destabilize! This is a purely 
quantum-mechanical effect, representable by a precise formula which 
contains the ratio of the heat motion average energy and the potential 
energy barriers separating and protecting the isomerical molecular states. 

We do not want to leave unmentioned, that it is not so easy to guess 
how, in a nervous system, signals are transferred from a lower to the next 
higher layer. The circuitry involved must organize an abstraction process: 
individual signals in the higher layer must stand for patterns of signals 
in the lower one. The coupling may again be "weak", for the higher one 
does anticipate ... The abstraction process, however, is not so simple. 
There are, indeed, strong psychologic reasons to think, that it is very 
closely connected with the mental operator called "attention" , and that 
the abstraction can only be performed in a kind of very narrow integrative 
"tube". Look, eg., at any word on this page, your attention properly 
concentrated. Keeping things so, it is easy to check that you cannot 
decipher the adjacent words. They are present in the visual picture, but 
rather vaguely, or better, as "background material" only. They remain 
"underdeveloped" until .. . attention selects them into focus. 80 narrow 
is the neurological tube guiding precise high interpretation (integration) 
of detail signals intercepted by the senses. 

Attention being an essentially emotional operator, explanation will not 
be possible as long as there is no proper view on the nature of emotion. 
This will soon be developed. 

12. Dreaming 

We can, now, also provide a quite reasonable explanation of the process 
of dreaming. There can be little doubt that this process has its seat primarily 
in the nervous circuitry intermediate between the level of the sensory 
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receptors and the high layers which incorporate initiative. The excitation 
of th is circuitry is, during sleep, substantially reduced, firstly because the 
stream of impressions from the external world to the sensory receptor 
cells is largely suppressed or eliminated, secondly because the top-Iayers 
are probably rather weIl inactivated by the pulse system of sleep. This, 
however, does not impair its fundamental readiness to engage in imagi
native processes of the degree of integration concerned, processes running 
on the resonances and dispositions inherent in the circuitry. The only 
condition is, that the reserves in the circuitry have not been totally 
exhausted by prior prolongued operation. This should, however, be a rare 
case, certainly not existing when sleep is light. 

We note in passing, that dreaming is in fact promoted by a noisy 
environment, by discomfort and by light sleep (either at the end of the 
night or at any time when true fatigue was absent). 

The fact that the superimposed high layers are blocked by inhibition 
should remove high integration from dreams. They should resembIe 
messages of Shannon's stochastic message-generating machines considered 
in art. 8, achieving fragmentary consistency on the basis of the associations 
residing in the highest layer actively participating, but at the end ca
pricuous, changing subjects and purposes erratically, and nonsensical. 
The analysis of dreams should, as a matter of fact, be quite important 
for the determination of the lay-out of the nervous system and the 
localization of initiative. Abstract of the la ck of overall consistency, the 
experience should run in normal observational categories and normal 
elementary feelings. 

The layers which limit the process of dreaming at the top end, when 
awake not only supervise the overall consistency of mental process, but 
also prepare the conclusions from observations made and decide on the 
active (muscular) responses. So, their blocking during sleep at the same 
time prevents that dreams find extension in true (muscular) action. One 
should at most expect some residual muscle play provoked by shortcuts 
in the nervous system on low levels. 

It is possible to construct a particular neurologie condition which should 
always re sult in dreaming. It is characterized by unusual numbers of 
neurons staying in a state of waiting. Su eh neurons have been activated, 
but have not yet reached decisions. They form particUlarly unstable 
elements in the circuitry. The condition could reasonably be assumed to 
arise whenever the mind, prior to the moment of falling asleep, has spend 
its energy in prolongued vain pondering over trouble and sorrow. This 
negative preoccupation may be expected to comprise restless switching 
ofimagination without finding escape from grief, rage or agony. Psychologie 
stresses finding their parallel in the physical stresses of the waiting neurons. 
This condition does not easily give way to sleep, but with exhaustion 
drawing near, this must at some moment still set in. Then, the pulses 
from the sleep centre will impose silence to the neurons of the high 
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circuitry. 8lightly lower, however, the stress of the waiting neurons will 
remain in existence. It will, even during sleep, go on pressing for release 
in some neurologie process. This will be a dream. It will be an extraordinary 
dream, because the prevailing exhaustion is bloclring the common dis
charge pathes. Exploiting the chance to disregard consistency, the stress 
will push its way to symbols and circuits less used up in the preceeding 
torment. 80 the dream must be expected to be strange ... 

Later on, we will find reason to think, that this process has a more 
positive pendant (art. 21). 

13. N eurotic deterioration 

We are, now, going to return to the finding, that continued repetition 
of identical decisions upon identical information received must lead to 
periodicity in the recording matrices of neurons concerned. This property 
necessarily causes a degeneration, for neurons with periodic matrices 
turn into mechanical switching stations no longer consciously controllabIe. 
We already realized, that this type of deterioration could lead to automatic 
performance, a relatively still valuable case. There is, however, a more 
impressive negative counterpart. Let us assume, that inadequate edu
cational exaggeration of cultural should's and don't's characterizing the 
human world, of habits and views, of explanations and interpretations, 
has so much, so emphaticaIly, condemned engagement in certain instinc
tive, high-integrative, symbols, responses, as sin and we, as provoking 
rejection, the wrath of Gods, as predisposing for the eternal fues of helI, 
that a subject really would not dare anymore to admit such things in 
her mind. That, accordingly, she immediately selects inhibition whenever 
and wherever experience threatens to arrive at them. Inhibit again and 
again, invariably, with the full power of a fearful will. Then, the peripheral 
neurons of the system symbolically controlling the subject, the instinctive 
tendencies in question, will consistently select inhibition whenever acti
vated, and accordingly develop inhibitory periodicity in their recording 
matrices. At fust , this superficial periodicity will only facilitate the 
suppression pursued, reduce the mental effort required, but at last it will 
become firm and make the blocking automatic. The neurons concerned 
wiIl, then, have been inactivated forever. The nervous centre involved will 
have obtained a perfect screen, now no more allowing any form of access. 
It might seem, that it would thus have been successfully eliminated from 
the mind. However, not sol The centre, involving high integration, contains 
initiative. This makes, that it (physicaIly, by virtue of the metastability 
argument) can't remain silent for any long time. And so, integrative 
process will, now and then, originate in it, and efferent pathes, not blocked 
(!), will pass signals to the healthy brain. The condition originating in 
this way is a most curious one. The process "behind the screen" is inte
grative, that is conscious. But being expeIled, it must be foreign to the 
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affected mind. Thus, it defines a foreign conscious agent, a true demon. 
Conclusion literally correct. The signals transferred (by the demon) to 
the sound parts of the brain should be similar to all signals originating 
in high circuits. Accordingly, they will have descending, "action", charac
ter, or better, "impuls-to-action" character. The differentiation to detailed 
effective action will occur in perfectly normal and accessible pathes. The 
victim will, thus, notice impulses to perform certain forms of action which 
she cannot interprete, which are entirely ununderstandable to her, em
barrassing. The opportunity to understand has just been removed! 
Impulses perhaps again to some extent suppressible by further mental 
effort. But why? Psycho-pathological symptoms. Condition doubtless 
burdening the mind with a very queer problem. 

In order to find out, how the victim might respond to the interpretation 
problem, we might consider, that the demon interference is in this respect 
comparable to norm al observation, that the signals concerned originate 
in the "foreign" world. So it might be that the mind will react in a way 
not incomparable with its response to ... indigestible normal observational 
signals from the outside world. This is not an unrealistic case, for we do 
not understand everything which we experience. There are, even, two 
situations in which this understanding is particularly meagre and question
abIe : (i) human beings in early childhood, and (ti) primitive man. Hence, 
it is reasonable to presurne, that a victim's reactions to demons from his 
own mind will vaguely resem bie the reaction of children and primitive 
people to experience which they cannot understand. It would seem, that 
the resolution attempted in such cases is "dialecticai" . Y oung children 
accept fairy tales as attractive modes of interpretation. Primitive man 
resorted to the tales of mythology. Demon victims resort to ... fantasies 
in terms of "substituting" symbols. The quasi-interpretations established 
permit some reasonable restoration of mental equilibrium. 

The substitution essentially concerns the unknown (inaccessible) true 
purposes of the interference experienced, which, in effect, has the character 
of a stream of "facts". The psychiatrist removes the substitution by 
disregarding the alleged purposes and looking for the true ones. 

Clearly, these considerations are in striking agreement with Freud's 
empirically developed findings. 

The agreement with Freud reaches even further. In order to arrive at 
an inhibiting periodicity of some perfection, it is desirabie to start early. 
This means: early in life, or earlY af ter the maturation of the nervous 
centre involved. In such cases, the strictly instinctive bases will be normal 
(that is: aperiodic) only. If started later in life, a greater part of the 
neuron matrices will be sound, and complete screening might then be 
very much more difficult. As long as the efforts to suppress can still be 
remembered, . automatic blocking cannot yet have developed, for this 
property would withdraw this opportunity. 

Now, there is a noteworthy nervous centre which does mature relatively 
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ate in life. This is the centre representing the sexual instinets! Further, 
exactly these instincts are, in the Christian parts of the world, frequently 
touched by denunciation. And so, demons will frequently turn out to be 
sexual demons! Freud can't be blamed for that! 

The psycho-pathology of the human mind will in many cases objectively 
have a sexual background, and if not, then early childhood education 
and occurrence will almost certainly be involved. Always, disabled instincts 
will be at the bottom. Miseducation, or accidental horrifying experiences, 
should represent natural final causes. The agreement with Freud is, 
again, striking. 

However, it is possible to extend the agreement still further. It also 
includes the therapy. 

From the point of view of the neurose theory just established, it is 
obvious that the only' treatment of a Freudian neurose, that is of an 
expulsion case which generated a demon, which deserves the name of cure, 
is restoration of access to the screened area by disrupting the periodicity 
in the matrices of the screening neurons. The only method to this end 
is constant bombardment of the screen by leading mental process de
Jiberately (eg. by means of functional low-Ievel association techniques!) 
to it, and to urge, when psycho-pathological symptoms indicate that 
some activation might have penetrated to the demon, greatest possible 
mental effort to understand the sense of this response. The cure can 
possibly succeed, because any break in the periodic screen implies a 
y-record on top, disrupting the periodicity. This will effectively facilitate 
renewed access. At some moment, restoration might develop as an ava
lanche. Yet, the doctor should not too soon be content and confident, 
for the solid periodicity will initially still have a thin cover only and 
relapse might occur easily. It would not be surprising, if the rebuild 
instinct would take the doctor as its (fust) target! 

In summary, our theory straightforward confirms Freud's empirical 
discoveries, inclusive his "analyticai" therapeutic method. It is, itself, 
in turn confumed by the proven success of this form of therapy. 

The Freudian interpretations are evidently not so adequate. They are 
more romantic than effectively true. The adequate interpretation is, 
clearly, offered by our theory. Inhibitory periodicity and the development 
of demons interfering with the interconnected healthy part of the mind 
are, doubtless, the appropriate key concepts. A neurose is the revenge 
of a po or musician expelled from the orchestra because the conductor 
just did not like him. He starts playing at his own and destroys harmony. 
Either kiIl him (eg. by surgical removal or radiation "therapy" if you 
can locate him), or take him back to his seat and instruct the conductor 
to treat him properly. He shall get a fair chance to display his art. 
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14. The principle ot the exclusion ot randomness 

We could be happy with the results achieved. Apparently, we have 
developed a psycho-physical theory satisfactorily uniting the fa cts from 
psychology and physics. Psychological facts as complex and noteworthy 
as those implied in the Freudian theory of the human mind, an achieve
ment which makes it possible to advance all the empirical experience 
behind Freud's theories in favour of our own developments. 

There is, however, one fundamental thing in need offurther clarification. 
Going back to the considerations of art. 9, we start by realizing again, 

that quantum-mechanics, the basis of the generalizations which led to 
our psycho-physical theory, is very fundamentally an a-priori statistical 
theory. It fust resolves physical occurrences into separate events, tran
sitions between discrete states - stationary conditions of the system 
submitted-and subsequently provides a mathematical formalism, based 
on a certain mechanical (structural) concept of the system, to calculate, 
a priori, the probabilities of the changes of state. It emphatically claims 
that these probabilities represent the only thing which can be ascertained, 
and that the events considered are random within the statistical frame 
determined. In this respect, the theory is not different from any a-priori 
probability theory (always containing a similar postulate, as von Mises, 
ref. 12, has most convincingly shown). The matter is not entirely without 
difficulty, for the concept of randomness can only be defined as "void 
of any order", and this is generally feIt to be (because of the offensive 
word "any") a rather questionable kind of rationality. 

Our postulates respect the mentioned feature of quantum-mechanics 
by accepting that the individual atomic events of the physical world 
scarcely encode information when acting jointly in hordes, as is the case 
in conventional physical processes. This specification merely uses a 
slightly different, overtly psychological, definition of the concept of ran
domness,probablyanimprovement over the official would-be rationalone. 

Naturally, psycho-physical processes are, by the same principle, non
random. This is very satisfactory, for a random mental process would 
in deed seem to be a most strange construction. It would have to be a 
mental process not conveying, containing, information, a condition which 
could perhaps be transiently approximated by concentrating consciously 
on mental senselessness, perhaps on purposeless, "arbitrary", action. This 
is, surely, a grossly unnatural condition. The exclusion of randomness, 
thus, sharply discriminates psycho-physical processes against conventional, 
"bulk", physical processes. The principle has most importantconsequences. 

Consider some mental process which is just to start, and imagine that 
the initial condition could be given in terms of the momentary states of 
all neuron matrices concerned (the process may be an abstract one 
independent of the extern al world, that is running with the sense channels 
closed). Then, if the process were random in a quantum-mechanical sense, 
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the total number of potentially possible, different, continuations of fixed 
duration - 1 hour say - would be incredible, tremendous beyond all 
imagination. Each neuron required to take a decision would gamble for 
it, wait, y or n. The number of different possible continuations would be 
something involving the (numerical) faculty of the number of decisions, 
something completely inconceivable. 

Instead of this, exclusion of the category of randomness in compliance 
with our postulate immediately reduces the number encountered to the 
num ber of possible sOlmd mental processes - coherent processes - starting 
from the premises given. The question now belongs to psychology, and 
although there exists no technique to determine a number, it is obvious 
that it will ever be entirely negligible compared with the earlier one. 
Just try, like the professors of the Grand Academy of Lagado in Gullivers 
Travels, to generate an intelligent book with a Shannon stochastic 
machine containing the achievable statistics. Imagine the number of 
attempts needed to have a fair chance to encounter one maintaining 
semantic consistency throughout! 

We have still to show, that the new postulate of our psycho-physical 
theory does not interfere with the required asymptotic validity of quantum
mechanics under normal physical circumstances. The required reasoning 
might be as follows: 

If the complexity of a mono-molecular system, in itself a far reduction 
of an organized system of 1010 macro molecules with proper individuality, 
is reduced by, say, limiting the molecular weight to one million and 
accepting that it shall utilize the DNA (deoxyribosenucleicacid) code, 
then the number of separate symbols will be of the order of 3000, and 
so the amount of experience which can be recorded is commensurate 
with the contents of a message written in some 1000 common letters. 
That is about 20 lines of this page. Although the number of different 
messages of this size may still be enormous, the amount of information 
is only small. Hence, such a system can recognize only a very sm all 
number of events to which it should react in some specific way. Accordingly, 
any complementary ment al process cannot amount to anything. The 
system cannot do any useful thing with the amount of choice which it 
may still have. It can evolve only without knowing specific individual 
purpose. This, again, is showing that it will react in a random way 1). 
This shows why quantum-mechanics may, indeed, become valid when 
systems considered are sufficiently simpie. 

1) Assume that the DNA in a human ovum fills a cube with 10-3 cm. edges, 
that is with a volume of 10-9 cm3 , or, roughly, that it weighs 10-9 gr. Then it will 
contain about 2 . 1012 nucleotide-base symbols, equivalent to some 0.5.1012 letters, 
good for 1011 words. Printing lOS words per page, this makes 108 pages, or, with 
lOS pages per volume, lOS substantial volumes. So, roughly lOS volumes of 1000 
pages ea.ch should suffice to exhibit the design and the purpOBeS of one human 
being. That's something! 
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15. Another lorm ol the exclusion principle 

The extremely unorthodox nature of the principle of the exclusion of 
randomness can perhaps be exposed with particular clarity by comparing 
it with the ergoden theorem of statistical mechanics. The idea of this 
in its most general fashion difficult theorem is that if you give a random 
kick to a perfect billiard bali on a perfect billiard tabie, the (frictionless 
and thus never ending) path of the bali will, in the long run, cover the 
table everywhere equally dense, making the a-priori chance to find the 
balI at some moment within any mesh dx. dy all the same for all meshes. 
A useful statistical theorem. Now, it can't be true! For if the kick wouJd 
happen to be exactly perpendicular to one pair of edges of the tabie, 
th en the balI will forever oscillate along one and the same line between 
these edges. Chance zero to find the bali anywhere else! Or, the kick 
may send the balI exactly along a parallelogram, forever. The analysis 
shows, that the theorem is yet "true for all practical purposes " , simply 
because it is practically impossible to adjust the kick so accurately that 
a "periodic" trajectory originates. The set of suchlike kicks mathematically 
has "measure zero", and so chances are negligible that an arbitrary kick 
will belong to it. The fact that the exception is possible is not-sufficient 
to make the case important. This looks comparable to the case of a 
stochast ic machine typing out letters. In following this machine for some 
significant time, it could be found to type out a consistently sound story; 
the number of potential possibilities in this respect is certainly enormous. 
But very obviously, it may "for all practical purposes" be assumed that 
the machine will produce nonsense. The subset of mentally consistent 
process, "coherent process", though far from empty, must have a "com
paratively negligible measure", say "measure zero". 

Now, quantum-mechanical systems are known to be ergodic; you can 
forget about the cases where their statistics would not apply. A psycho
physical system, however, never producing randomness, would exactly 
run in the neglected class of measure zero. It is, in this sense, "anti
ergodic". 

It might be objected, that the ergodic idea has been used here in an 
impermissible way, because the number of consistent, sound, stories of 
some length cannot be counted. This may be true. Yet, we are inclined 
to maintain that we have arrived at an acceptible counterpart of the 
original physical theorem. 

16. The mind and physical space 

Once more we wish to underline the unorthodoxy of the exclusion 
principle. We have firmly accepted, that the exhaustive complexity in 
our nervous system, the substrate of our mind, is distributed over some 
1010 individual neurons, and that the fundamental recording transition 
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processes are coupled, through the intermediary of triggering amplifier 
systems, macrophysieal pulse messages, and synaptic attenuators, to one 
strictly organized neurological (psycho-physical) process. Now, each 
neuron, apparently, is supposed to take, solely and exclusively on the 
synaptic information received, the decision which assigns coherence, 
"consistent soundness", to the whole process. Or: such consistency is 
maintained in a tremendous manifold of decisions per neuron, each based 
on some scanty "local" information. This seems square magic. The con
sistency is clearly an overall property of the display, which, apparently, 
ean never be ascertained by an immense distributed set of local decisions 
based on flimsy information! This, indeed, is the most bluntly paradoxal 
form in which the postulate of the exclusion of randomness can be cast. 

In answer to this way of looking at things, we, firstly, would like to 
mention that a to some extent comparable situation is not unknown in 
physical theory. The case also bears the name of "exclusion principle". 
It is Pauli's exclusion principle of quantum-mechanics, stating that all 
particles with antisymmetric wave functions - electrons for example - shall 
be in states defined by different quantum-numbers. Or, equivalently, that 
all such particles shaU occupy a different elementary cell h3 in phase 
space. For an electron in an electron gas, this could be said to mean, that 
in any interaction it has to know, which values of its momentum are to 
be avoided because there is somewhere in the gas already an electron 
with this momentum! Here you can also ask: "how, for heaven's sake, 
does i t know 1 " 

Secondly, we would like to stress that mind and matter, mental process 
and physical process, have only one common dimension : time, a dimension 
with the remarkable property that only one point (n) exists, the "now " , 
and that the rest is imagination. The three dimensions of space merely 
define the perhaps objective scene of physical process. To the mind, they 
only exist as just that abstraction! Mind or ment al process in themselves 
do not exist in space. 

You may meet some organism, which you may believe to have a mind, 
but in trying to find this entity in physical space, the best you can achieve 
is to find a conspicious eoncentration of physical symbols minutely 
organized in extreme complexity. 

Or you may consult your own mind. Checking what it contains in focus, 
you may find Sirius, or Beethoven's fifth, or a steak, or a Bessel function, 
or a headache, or whatever else you happen to attend, . .. these lines ... , 
and an indeterminate mass of things in a background, leaving not the 
slightest cue on the spatial whereabout of your mind. Even when with 
great sophistication you should have got to such psycho-physical insight 
that you can locate the processes which complementarily accompany 
your mind, you are not better off. What you are witnessing in one stroke 
is progressive recording crystallization in the high centres of your brain, 
resonant pulse-interacting transitions half-way down and absorbtion events 
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in receptors of aural, visual and olfactory chaines coupling to process 
called "external" and perhaps extending to ... Sirius, or your personal 
transistor radio tuned to ... the Philadelphia Concert Hall (Beethoven's 
fifth!), ... 

Impossible to locate mind in physical space. lts róle in psycho-physical 
process is exactly so, that the relation to the physical complement cannot 
recognize physical space. If it did, mind would be physical. Or: the in
fluence which excludes randomness in the physical component of a psycho
physical process cannot be depictible in physical space. It is just the 
mental component! 

17. The ,ratio and emotion 

It is possible to approximate the a-physical agency excluding randomness 
still better . 

To start with, observe that there is, apparentIy, a sort of very funda
mental correspondence between conventional physical processes and the 
rational faculties of the human mind. The theories of physics bear con
vincing witness of this. They analyse physical process on the basis of logic 
and fact, that is condition or circumstance carefully ascertained in terms 
of elementary observation and action, so as to make it unambiguous and 
independent of personal affective factors. The experimental confirmation 
is confirmation that the present is determined by facts from the past 
in the rational way presumed theoretically... which is the way we 
should like to look at physical prediction. This way has the advantage 
of shifting the basis of the predictive formalism, the facts, to the past, 
where they are, as true facts, rigorously withdrawn from interference or 
change, from will and wish, protected by time elapsed. 

Then, if we reasonably accept that logic is of prephysical origin and 
validity, that logic is in some way arch-old, we might simply say that 
the present is, to some extent, determined by the past, and that the 
relation is rational. Or, conversily, that the rational aspect of a process 
is determined by the progressive causal line of fact involved. 

In order to be fully clear, we have to consider in how far physics can 
effectively predict the future course of a process. The answer is somewhat 
complicated: the prediction is rather perfect in the case of macrophysical 
(electro-) mechanical processes as considered in classical physics. The 
tools required are Newtonian mechanics, Maxwell electrodynamics and, 
perhaps, phenomenoiogical theqnodynamics. In contrast to this, nearly 
each future event is ambiguous and dubio us in the case of the quantum
mechanical microphysical systems, the more fundamental components of 
the material world 1). In between, there is opportunity to define a category 

1) Of course, quantum-mechanics is, thanks to the existence of its "systems" 
in numerous strictly identical exemplars, the more powerful physical theory. It 
covers classical physics through the laws of grea.t numbers of probability theory. 
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of systems which ailow piecemeal rather perfect prediction: the macro
physical (electro-) mechanical systems implying triggering devices to 
residual quantum-mechanical fluctuations (eg. to the heat motion). 
Each such triggering event is an accidental occurrence in the essentially 
predictibIe process. 

The last-mentioned, rather curious, kind of systems has become philo
sophically extremely important since it has become cIear, that the purely 
(electro-) mechanical processes, when investigated carefully, always and 
necessarily imply a degrading (dissipative) factor continuously (and in 
the end completely) converting all characteristic order into heat, that is 
microphysical chaos. The chances, accidents, of the intermediate system 
category have by many scientists been hopefully accepted as a deus
ex-machina permitting escape from a hopeless fate! 

Introducing into these considerations the propositions of our psycho
physical theory, it appears still acceptible to defiue the rational aspect 
of a psycho-physical process as the progressive line of fact involved. At 
the same time, however, it becomes perfectly impossible to accept the 
suggestion, that the present should excIusively be conditioned by this 
line. We need only observe, that our mind is naturaUy in some very 
fupdamental sense al most continuously turned to the future. Nearly 
permanently we are making plans, pursuing purposes, cherishing hopes, 
desires, wishes. Our mind may fear its own foreseen death. Checking 
carefully, even very elementary mental faculties appear to be turned to 
the future. What is mind without will, and what is wiU without future 1 
All this obtains dramatic significance, since our psycho-physical postulates 
decIare these psychologie trends and conditions to be equally fundamental 
as any physical ones. There is no longer the apparent possibility to elimi
nate the future by silently assuming that ment al factors should prove 
to be reducible to physical ones. 

Now, it is not difficult to see that the concIusion should be as foilows: . 
in a. psycho-physica.l process, the present is affected by the future as weil 
as by the past, and the volitional line from the future is the emotional 
aspect of the process. Or, perhaps still better : the actual, living, phase 
of psycho-physical process, the present, has two polar aspects, a rational 
one determined by the references to the past, and an emotional one 
determined by the references to the future. The polarity of the ratio and 
emotion is offprint of that of time, of past and future . It is irreducible. 

In traditional psychology, the polarity of the ratio and emotion is an 
unsolved problem. The (remarkabIe) reason for this failure is that psycho
logists have never dared to decIare their subject-matter, the mind, as 
equally fundamental as the subject-matter of natural science: ma.tter. 
Silently, they have believed that their subject was second hand and 
reducible to matter. 

Just as the reference to the past is, essentially, a reference to fact, so 
the emotional reference to the future is characteristicaily a reference to 
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purpose. This is quite clearly the adequate concept. Elementarily, it 
provides the appropriate approach to the animal mind, which has its 
facts in the recent past and its purposes in the near future. In the human 
mind, the accumulation of evaluated experience in the cultural capital 
of the whole society of human beings has allo wed regress to a far past ... 
logic, mathematics, ... and penetration to a far future ... not science 
fiction, but the great human ideals. ldeals which would seem to culminate 
in the supreme irrationality of perfection, or, with some emphasis on 
interhuman relations . . . unconditional love. Supreme purpose ! 

At this highly abstract point, it becomes time to return to earth and 
to realize, that our considerations have still not arrived at the exclusion 
principle of our theory. Apparently, this a-physical principle must be the 
offprint of emotion, of the emotional aspect of the process, on the display 
of the material symbols. To this conclusion we can offer the following 
elucidation. 

The reference of emotion to the future is a reference to configurations 
and conditions, to a phase of the process, which do, or does, not yet 
exist, which are, is, yet to be created. Hence, the emotional relation cannot 
imply configurations, positions, velocities, coordinates, ... like the rational 
one, whose facts have such attributes. Psychologically imposing purpose, 
it is evident that emotion concerns an overall characteristic of the process. 
The purpose of some action determines the details of its organization, 
they are to be just so that the purpose is achieved, but details of what 
occurs do not determine the purpose. So, the a-physical, anti-ergodic, 
non-differential (but integral) feature of the material display backing up 
mental process effectively exactly exhibits the characteristics of emotion, 
and is doubtless its offprint. 

The elementary symbols of the physical world have co ding values
like letters have - incorporating a residue of emotion, at their level merely 
representing a permanent readiness - or eager willingness - to submit to 
whatever is consciously attempted in the pursuit of · ... perfection 1 

17. Oomplementarity 

The picture of psycho-physical process which we have developed 
recognizes that this process is physical in so far as it is represented in 
space-time, by structures amenable to scientific investigation by aid of 
the methods of physics and physiology. Partly, these methods even apply 
to function. The latter part of the analysis may eg. clarify the properties 
of signal transfer, the nature of signals as far as macrophysical, conduction 
properties of nerve fibres, the properties of the discharge phenomena, etc. 
Almost all this work can be performed in artificial circumstances which 
have eliminated the obvious overall characteristic of the original process, 
its subordination to a living conscious being. This, indeed, is the mental 
side, equally accessible to systematic scientific investigation, but by 
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different, psychological, methods. These methods invariably concern the 
relations between the outputs and the inputs of the psycho-physical 
system, that is its active response to all kinds of activation. They may 
obtain the elaborate status of the therapeutical procedures of psychiatry, 
and almost invariably imply direct verbal inquiry into the subjective 
intimacy of the process. They demand, that the process be complete, 
intact and functional. 

Both approximations to the process, in broad lines very different, do 
not completely exclude each other. Some physical analysis is still possible 
with the system psychologically sound and intact. An obvious opportunity 
is to tap by micro-electrode techniques the macrophysical signals in the 
nerve fibres. Or selected nerve cells can, by micro-electrode techniques, 
be submitted to compulsory discharge. In both cases, correlation with 
psychological data will be the object of the experiment, which is, thus, 
straightforward psycho-physical. Quite obviously, however, great care is 
necessary with physical intervention in the life system. A thing obviously 
impossible is physical dissection of the very heart of the process, its 
coding arrangements, the spot where mind and matter exchange their 
identity. The coding principle itself cannot be reached by experiments. 
Consequently, a theory unravelling this principle cannot exist either. 

There are other considerations leading to this same conclusion. As an 
example, consider that any resolution of the coding principle would have 
to be expressible in words. This, however, is impossible, for words are 
high-integrative, strongly purposive, abstracting symbols of original 
sensory and instinctive experience. So it would be necessary to write the 
originals in terms of the abstracts. The complete mismatch becomes 
plain, when, for instance, one would ask to describe in words the true 
totality of only one visual impression of the external world. A nonsensical 
proposition! Or listen to the convincing (we hope) logic of the following 
brutal remark which we have used earlier to characterize the problem: 
if you know to see an ass, there is absolutely no point in reconstructing 
the image of the poor grey animal from neuron discharges and DNA 
molecules. So, this must be impossible. 

Possibly, the best way to characterize the coding principle is to say 
that it is singular. In doing so, the concept singular is used in a sense 
almost agreeing with that known from mathematics. There, a singularity 
pinpoints an infinity. There is reason, to replace this in psycho-physical 
theory by strict unfeasibility. In psycho-physics, infinities are never 
encountered, but there is frequently concern of "numbers of the order of 
Loschmidt's number". As soon as such numbers enter in analytical 
propositions, strict unfeasibility is encountered, simply because time to 
the end of existence is limited and "too short". 

The ofIprint of a mental feature is always exhaustively complex. 
In itself, this remark may make us aware, that the psycho-physical 

relation which we have constructed is almost identical to a type of theo-
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retical construction already known, namely quantum-mechanical comple
mentarity. That is: the psychological and the physical approaches to a 
psycho-physical process are complementary in the conventional quantum
mechanical sense. This holds both for the theoretical and the e:l!:perimental 
approaches. Herewith, an original presumption of the designer of the 
quantum-mechanical complementarity concept, Niels Bohr, appears to 
be entirely correct. The agreement is brought about by the fact, that 
quantum-mechanical complementarity is equaUy a dualism characterized 
by a singularity. This singularity, though generally expressed as a mathe
matical one, might even also be an unfeasibility sign. 

The explanations, which must be kept very brief, (refs. 13 and 14 
may be consulted for a more complete discussion of the original case), 
is as follows: 

The typical case of complementarity in quantum-mechanics is that of 
the wave-particle duality; the two conceptually and experimentally very 
different approaches to the micro-physical scene. The one resolves micro
physical systems into complex systems of standing and transient waves, 
and obtains the experimental confirmation from the elementary charac
teristics of waves: propagation, refiection, interference, the other depicts 
a microphysical system as a configuration of moving individual particles, 
and draws the confirmation from manifestations of the compactness 
characteristic of particles. Still, the one description can't do without the 
other. The waves derive their length from particle momentum, and the 
particle so much misses backbone, that it statistically submits all its 
interactions with partners to the waves. Challenged very sharply, the 
particle appears ready to almost surrender to the waves. lts compactness 
seems to accept development into a very complex, infinite, system of 
waves, a "wave-packet". This is a non-convergent, singular (!) expansion. 
But something, then, remains defective, for the representation seems to 
hold only for a while; "the particle gradually fades out". It is, doubtless, 
compact, but it does not like individuality. 

The set of correspondences justifying the application of the common 
complementarity concept to the psycho-physical relation could, perhaps, 
be summarized as follows: 

~ a particle can be expanded into a singular wave system 
~ mental process can be expanded into singular physical correlation 

processes 

) 

a particle can transiently be generated by a finite wave system 
(wave-packet) 

amental process can transiently be generated by a finite physical 
correlation process (Shannon) 

~ particle momentum determines wave-Iength 
~ mental process determines physical statistics 
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~ A particle is provoked by wave intensity 
( Amental process is provoked by physical complexity 

) 

particles are traced by track- and exchange experiments 
mental process is traced by communication experiments 
waves are traced by interference experiments 
physical process is traced by observation experiments 

53 

Perhaps, Pauli's exclusion principle and the psycho-physical principle 
of the exclusion of randomness represent another (striking!) correspondence, 
but we can't find how it should be correctly formulated. 

The recognition of the psycho-physical relation as a case of comple
mentarity confirms the compatibility of the two approaches and the 
incompleteness of each one separately. Further, it confirms that the one 
can never be reduced to the other. 

19. I ntegration 

We should like to evaluate a few consequences of the fundamental 
polarity postulate of the ratio and emotion. Firstly, we want to emphasize, 
that mental process, which proceeds through the effort of consciousness 
in the present, should always exhibit the polar aspects of the ratio and 
emotion. We will express this by saying, that the actuality of mental 
process is an integration of rational and emotional contributions, of 
references to the past and future, of facts and purposes. 

The idea meets with the difficulty, that facts, as mental constructions (!), 
must, by the postulate itself, have emotional aspects, which seems to 
show that they cannot be "pure", while emotions must imply a factual 
aspect and thus not be pure either. In the words of traditional philosophy, 
the polarity concept implies a transcendence. 

The difficulty is rather real. The transcendence encountered is that of 
"the beginning" and "the end" of time, conditions of which scarcely a 
sensible thing can be said. Pure facts do not exist because, even when they 
are events or achievements of the past, still their original bearing on a 
future will be visible. Nor do pure emotions exist because their back
ground in the past will always remain visible. In reality, nothing is 
pure! 

The transcendence manifests itself in still another way. In "psycho
physically" denying the existence of pure facts, the postulate of integration 
threatens to shift the objective physical .world, a world which should 
ideally be pure fact, into transcendence. It is turned into a scene filled 
with fantoms, which only when awaked by conscious observation, that is 
in the act of observation by a conscious being, resume shape and colour 
in the integration with new purpose. Apparently, there is remarkable 
truth in the old insight of Immanuel Kant, that the world as we know 
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it invariably contains something of ourselves, and that loosening of this 
tie leaves behind a "Ding an sich" in evanescent transcendence. An object 
without properties ... 

We have met the effect of the observing subject on his own experience 
earlier in our theory. We conceived observation as an integration, per 
neuron layer, of signals ascending from below, ultimately from receptors 
and the external world, and anticipation lingering in the circuitry, in the 
layer itself. Clearly, this anticipation is the emotional factor, to be inte
grated with fa cts presented. The integration was integration of fact and 
purpose, concordant with our present insights. 

The transcendence of pure fact and purpose implies a silent premise, 
viz. the idea that there is a perfect separation between the mind and the 
external world, or, that there is an absolute difference between physical 
and psycho-physical process. There is not, as we will see later on. The 
emotion which expresses purpose exists as a residu al potential in the 
symbols of the physical world. The transcendence encountered is thus, 
very strictly speaking, an artifact resulting from the emotional idealization 
which is characteristic of so many-perhaps of all-human concepts. The 
separation of fa ct and purpose is strictly speaking not possible. Our mind, 
however, can't help idealizing. Preferably it accepts a slight logical incon
sistency then that it would omit idealization. 

These considerations are not pure philosophical extravagances. Their 
importance becomes apparent when we apply the views obtained to those 
kinds of subjects, which, traditionally, are supposed to be "strictly 
rational". Clearly, mathematics should be the example of choice. The 
claim must, as we now know, in some way be false. 

It is. Mathematics may, perhaps, be said to start with the idea, that 
there exists an ordered set of perfectly clear abstractions, the natural 
numbers, one, two, three, four, ... , in which each next one can be derived 
from the preceding one by an operation "+ 1", so that 

(n+1)=(n)+l. 

This, then, "manifestly" implies that the set is infinite. The operation 
can be continued "indefinitely". Now, this is quite obvious nonsense. 
Our psycho-physical theory inevitably associates a physical complement 
to the mental operation (n + 1) = (n) + 1, a physical occurrence which 
surely requires a non-vanishing time. We just can't count arbitrarily 
rapidly! Optimistically estimating that each operation will take a second, 
we can easily figure out that, racing in relay, something like the number 
1017 could just be reached in the time available till the end of the universe 
(estimated by cosmologists to be some 4.109 years away). The number 
1017, however, is, according to the mathematicians, entirely negligible 
compared with numerous other ones "existing" . . . . 

The transgression of the limits of fa ct committed is, evidently, caused 
by the emotional perfection which the small numbers seem to exhibit. 
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The resulting concept of the infinite is rather strongly emotional and 
surely unascertainable as a facto 

The eJements of emotion implied in mathematics do not necessarily 
devaluate the discipline. The ideals which man recognizes may not be 
realized; they are not inherently incompatible with the world of facts . 
The same elements, however, should not be amenable to proofs. 80 there 
would not exist opportunity to secure if they are "strictly true". Should 
they be true 1 

Curiously enough, there is a school of mathematicians rejecting the 
extrapolation of mathematical operations beyond the limits of the effec
tively constructible. This school is known as " the intuitionists". We feel 
great sympathy for their prudent point of view, in particular because 
we tend to consider widest possible applicability as the valid purpose of 
mathematics. We have already several times witnessed of our belief, 
that mathematical results, to be indubitably sound, should be "me
chanically computible", a restriction even slightly stronger than the 
intuitionist requirement. 

We feel strong hesitation with accepting something like "unlimited 
obedience to formal relations" as truly ideal. 

20. Recognition and recall memory 

We should like to finish the investigation into the human mind with 
a (partly renewed) discussion of two of its major faculties: memory and 
intuition. To prevent misunderstanding, we, fust, wish to underline that 
we can never hope to achieve more, here and anywhere in this monography, 
than a general explanation of characteristics and properties of that most 
complex instrument in existence, the human brain. The detailed organi
zation soon becomes so complicated that no analysis can succeed without 
the support of detailed experimental data. 

The memory faculty of the human mind seems to have two modes, 
to manifest itself in two different mental abilities. The fust is generally 
called "recognition memory". lt, indeed, effectuates our ability to recog
nize, but it is easy to see, that there is a more general function involved; 
something like "acquired interpretation in generai" . In a general sense, 
recognition should in fact be assumed to comprise all rather immediate 
evaluation of new experience occurring on the basis of old. The faculty 
is, obviously, directly based on the recording feature of the psycho
physical co ding process. The only additional (necessarily meagre) physical 
comments possible is that the high-integration circuitry of the brain 
(where recognition is "localized") contains neurons with originally (that 
is: at birth) neutral transition tendencies. Through the S-effect, these 
neurons develop and acquire their interpretative (physical) transitioD 
preferences almost purelyon the basis of the record accumulated. 

The second memory-mode is recall-memory, the faculty which permits 
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us to revive on our own initiative old experience, perhaps merely in terms 
of rather isolated major fact, perhaps-in correspondingly disposed 
individuals - almost with the detail and liveliness of the original case. 
A revival faculty indeed probably rather strongly dependent on disposition, 
in some people apparently heavily leaning on the visual channel, in others 
on the aural one, and in still others rather turned to main isolated fact 
and high abstraction. 

The recording provision in conjunction with the all-important emotional 
facility of initiative is again ready to furnish the basic explanation. 
Starting with high initiative determining the subject, the process should 
retrieve the detail desired and required by instruction descending into 
lower circuitry and re-integration of the available notes disintegrated per 
individual neuron. The process should require conscious effort, as all 
integration, and in fact be conscious by virtue of this very condition. 
This is, even, a most noteworthy issue of our theory, for it is here, for the 
fust time, shown why recall is so emphatically conscious, and why there 
is, in the brain, nowhere a united, already-integrated, perhaps even 
mechanical, record supporting recall. I t could not provide conscious revival! 

The re-integrative process would be miraculous, if randomness were 
not excluded in psycho-physical processes. The re-integration has only 
to retrieve between the re-integrable notes, that is between those per
mitting reconstruction of a sound mental process. This is a very important 
circumstance; memory nor any other mental function could exist on an 
ergodic-system basis. Even with the enormous restriction provided by 
the exclusion principle, recall is still an imperfect faculty with many 
limitations, remarkably amenable to error. It is far from possible to 
retrieve any arbitrary thing experienced earlier. As a fust re quirement , 
it seems necessary that the original experience be represented in the 
record by numerous notations. These may either have resulted from the 
vividness, the prolonged duration, the interest of the truly original case, 
or from earlier recalls of the same case. It seems rather sure, that really 
oid experience, childhood experience eg., can never be revived in any 
detail unless the exercise has repeatedly been performed in course of time. 
Each recall has provided a new copy of the oid record, (confuming or, 
perhaps, slightly modifying!) and so the experience may remain retrievabie 
essentially through recall of recall. 

The general diminution of recall opportunities with time elapsed is 
reasonably explainable. Given that all physical influences diminish 
rapidly with increasing distance, and noticing that the new crystallization 
can occur only at the surface of the matrix, the effect on transition 
tendencies of oid and therefore deeply locked-up notes should indeed be 
weak, and become even weaker with time elapsing 1). 

The at fust sight perhaps strange pitfall of error in recaU acts is actually 

1) Yet, the mental abilities, dispositions, associated - ü any - may still be 
perfectly in order, for they never depend on a single case! 
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also not too difficult to understand. It would seem to result from a flaw 
in relatively high integration permitting lower process to re-integrate 
somewhere by a mere association relation. This mental "mechanism" 
should be the same as that capriciously forgeing togetherdreams (where 
it is rather continuously at work). There would seem to exist only one 
method to pinpoint (and thereupon possibly eliminate) recall error. That 
is by trying to extend the re-integration to a longer, more complete, 
story. The process may then, locally-correctly, run into the fragment 
somewhere else inserted erronously by association. Recall of recall- which 
is much the same as "thought" - will then easily discover the error through 
the emanating inconsistency signal! 

We think, that this prescription could effectively be a very general 
one. All integration should be amenable to error, and all such error should 
be localizible and recognizible only by aid of extended integration. Error 
makes problems irresolvable. 

21. Intuition 

Intuition is generally considered to be a most noble faculty of the 
human mind, and so it might seem unbelievable that it could still to 
some extent be explained. Yet, there are a few simple considerations which 
might weil approximate this supreme faculty quite narrowly. 

Firstly, let us make ourselves clearly aware, that anything which a 
human being can understand, anything which he can mentally achieve, 
anything which he can cultivate from his experiences and instincts, is 
to reside "potentially", that is as a possibility, in the null-set of possible 
mentally-sound, coherent, process associated with his nervous system. 
Set of "unrealized" process containing the solution of all resolvable 
problems which the subject can correctly define! Solutions in difficult 
cases lying dormant behind barriers difficult to surmount. 

Assume such a case and consider the following procedure: 
Use the effort of consciousness to dig up, to recognize, to activate as 

many aspects, premises, conditions, circumstances, abstractions referring 
to the problem as possible. Leave each one alone as soon as difficulties 
are met and rapidly turn to the next item. In this way, a great many 
neurons in the brain will become activated, in general without having 
reached conclusions and thus physically still in a "waiting" state. Then, 
turn consciousness, the emotional operator in the process, to passive 
contemplation. By physicallaw, the process will have to go on, and the 
continuation will have to submit to the coherence condition. Then, is it 
inconceivable that themanifold activation of relevant ingredient will 
have so much narrowed down the subset of coherent continuation, that 
the one surely available, the solution, is found "of itself" ~ This would 
definitely release tensions better than any other possibility (Hke rejection 
in despair of the whole thing prepared, as supposedly void). 
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Or, let consciousness pursue the solution relentlessly, from all sidet! 
considered prospective, with constant awareness of all open possibilities. 
Let it, success still failing, proceed to the very verge of exhaustion, where 
sleep will forcibly relinquish the strained mind. At this moment, again 
many activated neurons, symbols relevant to the search, will yet have 
to release their stress. In the condition achieved, the process originating 
will have to take refuge in a dream, capricious, half-way integrated 
process evolving through commonly inferior association. Then, this dream 
will be forced to rather strange pathways, for all the more normal ones 
have been beaten to exhaustion in the preceding conscious search. Their 
neurons are provisionally out of action. 

Now, would not the most probable cause of the preceding failure be, 
that the solution of the problem requires some ingredient, some operation, 
consciously not found worth considering, not at all attended in prevailing 
pre-occupation ~ Then, should not there be a wonderful chance that the 
dream, still compelled to at least piecemeal coherence and disposed to 
release as much stress as possible, will on its strange excursion effectively 
hit the true solution ~ Occurrence conceivably releasing all stress in one 
sudden shout of joy even awaking for one second the tired mind, just 
enough to pick up the thread ~ 

22. Singular mental conditions and the individualization ot consciousne88 

We have seen that the future of any conscious being is essentially 
determined by his emotions. These emotions steer the impuls es of his 
will, the ever active emotional executive of the conscious scene. 

However, the human mind - again the case to be considered - is a 
complex instrument, and may engage in rather extraordinary process. 
He may, eg., for whatever reason, decide to abstain from willing, from 
initiative, from choice and decision, to be strictly and absolutely passive. 
Or the will may be used negatively, to suppress, to empty the scene of 
consciousness, perhaps to concentrate on one idea only ... Nirwana ... 
God. Attempt to stop the mind functioning, in strange ascetic exercise, 
to witness . . . , to experience . . . extase ~ 

Such attempts necessarily are either unsuccessful- the normal case
or they lead to a singular condition. SinguIar, because it is impossible 
to halt all initiative. Physically, initiative is expression of a degree of 
metastability which necessarily provokes transitions. It is against the 
laws of physics when human beings would be capable of emptying their 
minds by force of their Will, or by passivity. The attempt must break 
down, or, conceivably, generate hypersensitivity in which the initiative, 
perhaps, locks on to other process, to deep subconscious coherences, 
forgotten stories and experiences, archaic background-traces of the 
instincts. Or some strange form of sleep may set in, with initiative sup-
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pressed, but all lower circuitry active, permitting sensory lock-on to a 
foreign mind in hypnotic rapport ... 

Our propositions do not provide any clear answer, but they do express 
that singular processes might arise and in this sense they allow for forms 
of mental process to be considered as paranormal. 

There is further reason why such processes might indeed be possible. 
Our propositions fail to define with complete clarity what could at any 
time be represented in our mind. We correctly said in art. 16 that the exact 
contents of our mind at any instant is indeterminate in some very elemen
tary way. Full clarityexists in the centre of the area "attended to", but 
peripherally everything gradually gets unsharp, out of focus, not properly 
integrated, ultimately escaping. 

The subjective, open, process resembles the physical one, which is 
merely a. condensation of specific interaction and crystallization within ... 
larger scale process, ultimately, the process in the universe. Looking very 
carefully, physical processes strictly and absolutely independent of that 
great mother-process do not exist. There do not exist perfect screens to 
all forms of physical interaction. And so the concept of process, the identity 
of process, is rather a practical thing, or an ideal thing. If sensitivity is 
increased and increased, ultimately response might - should ~ - occur to 
influences normally far too weak... influences carrying the process 
outside the scope of its normal individuality. 

It is conversily possible to establish purposively dense interaction 
between two nominally-individual condensations of psycho-physical 
process, between two human beings. Interaction transferring information, 
eg. straightforward transcoding (by aid of vocal chords) from coherent 
process in the one condensation to an airborn mode transcoding back 
by aural senses to coherent process in the other condensation. And vice
versa. A case leaving it possible two distinguish physically two human 
beings. But would it still be justified to maintain similar separation in 
the complementary process ~ Surely, the combined process may create 
value not achievable by any one separately. The only consistent and 
emotionally satisfactory view, so we believe, is that accepting partial and 
temporary confluence of consciousness in such a case. Confluence immedi
ately broken up as soon as any participant returns to the usual watch 
of his own property, his own important identity! 

23. Bioconsciousness 

It is extremely intriguing to find, that there exists a process containing 
exhaustive complexity, which has its own characteristic interaction modes, 
and which is in a very essential sense controlled by transitional events 
in the record of its historic proceedings. This is the interaction process 
of all life existing on the crust of this earth. 

It is difficult to recognize and describe the forms and modes, the 
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fundamental interactions and relations, of this very large process. The 
exhaustive complexity resides in chromosomes, control centres of universal 
structural units, the cells. 

There are perhaps 4 major structural modes: (i) the plants, (ii) the 
animais, (iii) the bacteria of the soil, sea and air, and (iv) the putrifying 
and pathogenic bacteria. All is modulation or mitotic development of 
the cell. 

Development and interaction occurs in at least 3 different modes 

(a) a nearly perfectly organized one comprising cellular and multi
cellular growth. Characteristics are: mitotic development and 
cellular differentiation. 

(b) a mode turned to the physical environment. Major characteristics 
are adaptation, exploration and exploitation. 

(c) a mode of mutual interaction. Main features are perhaps nurturing, 
feeding, fighting and competition, intercours.e (event of a meiotic 
sexual method to mix characters). 

The process as a whole contains numerous feed-backs, and recirculations. 
The vegetation mode runs on carbon dioxyde, bare minerals of the earth's 
soil, and the sun's radiation (feeding in energy and the negative entropy 
by which the whole process compensates the disorder which it is thermo
dynamically bound to create). It furnishes oxygen, and organic nourish
ment for animais. So, the animals (directly or indirectly) feed on plants, 
burning the organic material and setting free carbon dioxyde. They 
grow, multiply, and ultimately die. Then, putrifying bacteria make 
materials reprocessible or storable. 

The transitional events mentioned are mutations in the genetic materiais. 
The postulates developed very clearly indicate, that this process shall 

be physical complement of a psycho-physical process. We'll try to obtain 
confirmation of this assumption. Of course, chances are in many respects 
doubtful. The process implies tremendous diversity and variation and 
no human being can ever effectively survey it. It develops in its various 
branches and modes at different rates. Fundamentally, this is determined 
by the frequency of mutations, the development of generations of life, 
and the time needed to achieve effective distribution of new characteristics. 
In the higher echelons of life, it is extremely slow, measured by human 
standards. Time is to be counted by ages ... 

Natural mutations are so rare events, that scientific investigation is 
well-neigh impossible. Only with the bacteria is the rate such, and the 
generation time so short, that some opportunity to observe and measure 
might exist. 

Physically, a mutation is well-known to be a molecular modification 
of the genetic (chromosomal) record, probably a DNA aperiodic macro
molecule. But not known is it, if the event concerns a nucleotide-base 
exchange, or, perhaps, an extension, or merely-a modification of a spatial 
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configuration. Mutations have been provoked (induced) by nsmg the 
temperature, by irradiation, by exposition to mutagenic chemicals, but 
none of these methods reveals what occurs exactly. The natural process 
cannot be successfully approximated by such artificial acceleration 
methods, for if this process is psycho-physical, then such methods must 
correspond with "local" fever, violence; the results with inordinate 
provocation ... Naturally, they are almost always harmful 1) . 

The development and interaction modes exist in such variety, and 
such complexity, that only the most obvious can be properly recognized. 
The ontogenetic development process of the multicellular organisms, 
characterized by the intriguing cellular differentiation process, is known 
to be chromosome-controlled, but how is almost completely unknown. 
The rather rutIess competition typical of the interaction is generally held 
to warrant "survival of the fittest" , the classical "naturally selecting" 
principle of Darwin. Perhaps never has any principle provoked so much 
controversial discus sion ! 

In spite of all this, it is possible to work out a fivefold argument that 
the conclusion (designating the process as psycho-physical) is justified. 
Shifting the reasoning to the Appendix, the cases are the following: 

I. When the process is psycho-physical, then the interaction modes 
should condition the mutation statistics (this should represent the 
residual visible effect of the complementary mental order). Almost 
surely, they do! 

Il. The process is psycho-physical, when the subordinate mode of 
multicellular growth and differentiation evolves with exclusion 
of randomness as a coherent macro-molecularly controlled process. 
Almost surely, it does! 

lIl. . When the process is psycho-physical, then its proceedings must 
bear out faithfulness to (psychological) purpose. They strikingly do! 

IV. When the process is psycho-physical, with mutations as main 
decision phenomena, then mental modes resulting must con
ceivably fit into a unified, psychologically well-organized, mind. 
They easily do! 

V. When the process is psycho-physical, then it must be responsible 
for the (conscious) design of the human instincts. Thus it should, 
in Freudian terms, be represented far down in the subconscious 
abyss of the human mind. It may still be expected to reveal itself 
from there in general instinctive integrative trends of the human 
mind. It does! 

The discussion of these cases will, here and there, transcend the accepted 
limits of natural science, and become more typically philosophical. It 
has, for this reason, been shifted to the Appendix. 

1) incoherent I 
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24. The cosmos 

Fulfilling things foreseen already in art. 2, our psycho-physical theory 
ultimately invites us with some emphasis to conceive the whole process 
in the physical universe, in cosmological space-time, as an integrative, cre
ative, psycho-physical process. Then, however, we will have to find an 
answer to the observation that (local) exhaustive complexity as seat of 
decisive opportunities utilized does not exist in this process (ex cept as 
provisions to descendant modes). This might mean, that the cosmical 
process (when psycho-physical) uses a coding principle entirely different 
from those hitherto met. This we may at once find confirmed as a logical 
consequence of our theory, for we have had to postulate, that ... the 
randomness of the microphysical scene is expressing that the individual 
coding symbols which it contains are (cosmically) not used, that they 
are (individually) not integrated with purpose. 

Cosmical consciousness, source of the rules of the cosmos and of the 
elementary rational and emotional coding values of the symbols of the 
microphysical scene. 

It has appeared possible to develop fragments of a theory of cosmical 
creation from the principles of our psycho-physical theory. We did so 
in ref. 4. The deductions are strongly handicapped by the non-availability 
of an evolutionary theory of cosmical process (even though the concept 
of evolution is at present being applied to this process). Certain views 
can be developed from the assumption, that the process will effectively 
be evolutionary. This logically implies that, then, time shall have started 
from a condition which is both physically and mentally "barely primitive". 
We have proposed that the earliest conceivable origin of existence might 
have been "bare awareness of nothing achieved and infinity possible", 
a proposition which tries to put the polarity of the ratio and emotion 
at the very origin ... 

With respect to the cosmical coding principle, it is, perhaps, justified 
to point out that the cosmos has its own form of complexity, the com
plexity of its near-infinities, singular in themselves. Thereby, the cosmical 
emotions are already protectedagainst the dictate of facto 

Surely it is possible to imagine the supremely elementary form of 
cosmical mental process. It should differ from bioconscious process in 
that it cannot meet, in its proceedings, anything else then itself. There 
cannot be resistances of "foreign" origin, nor can there be anything pre
organized. So, the cosmical mind cannot have instincts, nor can it proceed 
by adaptation, for there is nothing to adapt t~. It need only be faithful 
to itself. Surely it evolves at a rate tremendously slow ... 

Inherent in it is the decision to concentrate on the creation of oppor
tunities to delegates, agents to take over the torch of creation and to carry 
it to the end of time, with due respect for the past. 

We wish to end this monography by pointing out, that the jnfinity 
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of the possible from which existence was born may be supposed to contain 
the idea of perfection as a protnise, as ultimate purpose, as ultimate 
justification, as definition of the mission of all the actors in the play, of us. 
Perfection ... , supreme emotion, in the hu man world not different from 
love, unconditional. Insight which, as we hope to have shown, is not 
foreign to science. 



APPENDIX 

The fivelald praal 

We will base the discussion of the statistics of mutations, the first "case" of the 
end of art. 23, on the physical picture developed by Schroedinger already mentioned 
in the Introduction. 

TIlUS, a mutation is accepted to be an isomerical transition of a monomolecular 
materlal aggregate G .. from a stable initial state i into snother stable state j. The 
aggregate is identified with a gene within a chromosome of the organism concerned; 
more specifically with the gene number "n" in an imaginary list of all genes. 

By this picture, a mutation is sn individual microphysical event predictible in 
terms of probability only. The probability concerned, 

p (G .. '-I), 

is defined per genetic molecule per unit of time. It is certainly in some way dependent 
of the physical structure of the aggregate in the state considered, effect similar to 
the "S" -influence in the response probabilities of neurons, and on the temperature 
of the environmental heat-bath. Further, it might depend of certain environmental 
"mutagenic" factors a, b, c, ... and perhaps on intra-chromosomal factors resulting 
from gene-interaction within the strictly ordered chromo80me unit. 

Now, it is necessary to become aware of the fact, that any specific gene G,.' in 
state i is generally existing in some rather large multiplicity. This is because the 
reproduction of any biological cell, fundamentally the process maintaining life, 
implies minutely organized, in essence undoubtedly identical reproduction of each 
separate gene. Further, it is biologically at least not primarily relevant, where the 
mutation G .. '-1 occurs, that is which of the N (G,.') biological individuals carrying 
at some moment the gene G,.' (in state i) in their genetic stock is affected by the 
mutation. It is only neceBSary that the modified gene G,.1 is transferred to the off
spring. (Strictly speaking, it would not seem to be known where and when mutations 
generally occur. There is one unconditionally effective phase: the monocellular 
earliest phase of any individual organism. Otherwise, the mutation should occur 
in critical components of the reproduction organs to be transferred to at least a 
significant number of gametes. We will, for the sake of simplicity , assign a mutation 
to an individual organism, silently assuming that the transfer conditions are satisfied) . 

It folloWB that the effective probability (still per unit of time) of the mutation 
G,.'-1 is not equal to p (G,.'-I), but (given the smallness of this probability) to 

N (G,.') . p (G,.'-+I). 

In this expreBBion, the number N (G,.') is determined by the interaction proceBB 
of life. If the mutation which yielded the G,.'-state was "valuabIe", the condition 
has positive survival value and will, by conventional biological arguments, in the 
course of sufficient generations spread to a significant portion of the entire population 
of the organism. The number N (G,.') may, thus, become of the order of the popu
lation number, generally a very large number. So, the mutation considered, G,,'-+I, 
may obtain a very significant probability, in spite of the extreme smallneBB of the 
probability p (G,.'-+I) per genetic molecule per unit of time. Through the number 
factor N, the effective probability will continuously change with time. 

The strong dependence of the effective probability on the interaction of life is 
to be compared with the strong dependence of the probabilities y and n of neuron 
responses on the interneuronic pulse interaction. 
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The conclusion achieved ma.y af ter all seem trivia!. Mutations tend to ( oncentra.te 
on valua.ble genetic states, the only ones abunda.ntly existing! However, the recog
nition of the condition as a statistical monogram mutation property determined 
by the interaction of life, is not at all so trivia!. 

If, continuing the analysis, we inspect the genetic composition of the N (G .. ') 
individuaIs at some moment carrying the gene Gn' we will meet a very grea.t diversity. 
This is due to the large number of different genes and states per gene available 
in the population. The only immediate conclusion possible is that detrimental states 
will scarcely be foundj they can't maintain themselves in existence or, at least, 
never succeed in conquering a significant portion of the population. In consequence 
of this diversity, the probability that the mutation Gn'-+' will combine with any 
other genetic condition GJcIl available is proportional to some fraction of the number 
Gn', viz. the fraction aIso carrying the genetic state GJcIl. The resulting correlation 
probability 

(per unit of time) of the mutation considered with the other genetic state GJcIl is 
a new statistical characteristic if the genes GJcIl and Gn' (in their respective states) 
interact in the sense that the survival value ofthe combination GJcIl+Gn' is strongly 
dependent on the specific combination hj i of state indices, rather then on hand i 
separately. The interaction of life thus potentially conditions aIso a vast field of 
multigram correlation probabilities with genetic states, the correlations, when 
significant, indicating that the genetic values involved are interdependent. Q.E.D. 

The interaction of life influencing the statistics of mutations only through the 
numerosities N, it could be Baid to determine more which genes will probably change 
in the next unit of time, then how they will probably change, a matter controlled 
by the index i in the "individual" factor p (Gn , ..... ,). Could the intera.ction perhaps 
a.lso work directlyon this factor and so generate still another mutation correlation 
system 1 This would, so it seems, require the cooperation of mutagenic factors. 
We have one suggestion to make. 

Consider that an epidemic atta.ck of a pathogenic bacterium on a population 
can be conceived as a very special sort of confrontation of a highly developed genetio 
system G.uP with a rather simple system Gt,ac. Both are variabie, the bacterial system 
highly B~. There is no doubt tha.t the latter ma.y, in the course of the epidemic, 
"a.dapt to" any novel feature met in the system G.up• Now, let us be bold enougb 
to a.ssume 

(i) that at least certa.in genetic a.daptations have a reflection in the bacterial 
toxin (which is protein in nature and which may, thus, tra.nscode significant 
genetic informa.tion!). 

(ü) that bacterial toxins are specifically mutBgenic, in the already slightly 
destabilized condition of high fever going with the disea.se, to the exceedingly 
small degree necessary to arrive at a significant mutation probability after 
multiplication with the large number of individua.ls in the fraction of the 
population affected. 

Then, the case may lead to a few specific mutations in the genetic system G. uP 

correlated with specific, alrea.dy existing, genetic characters. This is a fully effective 
correlation process. (Admittedly we are not very sure, that the propa.gation con
ditions mentioned earlier are properly, or "sufficiently", fulfilled). 

All such correlations could represent physica1 signa of bioconscious integration 
of fact and purpose. 

The grea.test handicap on the ways useful to clarify the second argument of 
a.rticle 23 is that it is entirely unknown, how cellular differentiation under genetic 
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control occurs. We know that (i) the control is genetic, (ii) that the genetic in· 
structions are, per chare.cter, microphysical, (iii) that the informa.tion is to be 
commensurate with the significant structural and instinctive-mental image of the 
adult organism, and (iv) that the information is in faithful reproduction being 
transferred to the offspring. 

Some estimate of the amount of information involved can perhaps be obtained 
as follows. The human organism-to take that as the example-seems to consist 
of something of the order of 3.1013 cells. These cells are not all obviously different, 
but in the organic hierarchy of cells most of them still have a spooification which 
either through function, or morphology, or location, or physiology, or, if need be, 
only serial number, is unique. So, the informa.tion processed in the multicellular 
growth of this organism is at least of the order of 1013 bits. Of course, this disregards 
additional information implied in the fundamental structure of the individual ceIl! 

We'll have to assume, that the strictly ordered chromosome system available 
in any cell is embedded in an environment which is, perhaps ·with a transition·zone, 
less well-ordered than the chromosome (macro-)molecule. Unfortunately, there is 
no theory about how the chromosome interacts with this environment. One would 
believe, however, that the process will show up the following phases: (i) the additioll 
of micromolecular "raw materiais" to the surfe.ce of the aggregate, (ii) internal 
rea.djustments (isomerical transitions) in the aggregate, and (iii) separation of 

. highly organized macromolecular material from the aggregate, circumstancially in 
effect separation of the whole aggregate into two identical or complementarily-
identical parts. Given that the aggregate is strictly organized, aperiodic and in the 
cellular environment available in singular, the whole knowledge condensed into 
quantum-mechanics is ready to assert that the separate steps cannot be mechanicIlolly 
interrelated. They are transitions between quantum-mechanical states, between 
equilibrium configurations of the atomic constituents of the aggregate. There shall 
be an irreducible feature of capriciousness in them. Prediction is in terms of proba. 
bility. Yet, all these steps must develop in perfect compliance with the encoded 
missions under perpetual perturbation by the heat motion. 

To repeat: in ee.ch of the 3. 1013 mitotic duplications necessary to develop from 
one germinal cell the human system of 3 . 1013 cells, essentially the total of (far) 
over 3 . 1013 bits of information is developed faultlessly, encoding microphysical 
patterns constantly retaining their unique order. And this apparently occurs in a 
hostile environment of incessant randomizing interference .. . 

So either we have been ,revealing a clear-cut miracle, or ... we have unjustly 
applied the concept of randomness, the process being ... integrative, that is con
sciously combining fact with purpose. In that case, the heat-motion obtains an 
executive, quasi-causal, function in the process. It is merely random in as much 
as the executive operations seem random in abstraction of the (bioconscious) mental 
counterpart. 

Even though the mental complement of the process of individual growth (e.c
cepting that it is psycho-physical) is displayed in the bioconscious mental scene, 
the centralisa.tion of the physical one in one biological organism might weIl impart 
some subjective structure to the most immediate complementary image (just as 
one neuron might weIl "carry" a subjective abstract symbol, a system of neurons 
perhaps a psychological complex). The intuition of this subordinate mental con
centration might be reprasented in the concept "soul", the sum-total ofbioconscious 
purpose associated with a biological individual. Quite correctly, this makes the 
notion inherently emotional and unsuitible for significant rationallza.tion. 

Now turning to the third argument of art. 23, we are in trouble beoause it can't 
he sufficiently explained in a few linas. Nevertheless, let us mention that the obvious 
aspect of progress characterizing biological evolution - the very reason to speak 
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of "evolution"-is well-known to have been, historically, the intriguing subject of 
much fundamental controversy. The current official view seems to be, that the prin
ciples of natural selection in conjunction with the arbitrary . origination of random 
novelty by mutation is, basically, sufficient to explain this all-important feature 
of the process. The opposite viewaccepts natural selection as an effective principle 
of the process, but maintains that the explanation cannot succeed without introducing 
the category of purpose, in the sense of "purposive creation". One of the most 
influential proponents of this view was Henri Bergson (l'Evolution Crée.trice). He 
recognized a passionate purposivity in the developing forms of life which he conceived 
as an a-physical "élan vitai" . Many professional biologists, though a minority, have 
aIso consistently refused to believe, that biological evolution could result from 
blind chance (that is from events not encoding intention or purpose) in conjunction 
with a selection principle (Driesch, Cuénot, Umbgrove, Henderson, Boeke, Hirsch, 
etc.). Officialscience is at this moment still under the spell of chance, and unsympa
thetic to explanations involving concepts of purpose or "finality" (a concept 
trying to express the reference of emotion to the proC6ss as a whoie). 

The falla.cious magic of chance results, as has been argued repeatedly, from the 
circumstance that it is impossible to imagine the (numerical) faculty- !-extension 
of the set of all different prolongued sequences of random events. Any attempted 
estimation is an underestimation! Emotionally, infinity is truly the best approxi
mation. 

The best argument is perhaps in exa.mples manifestly exhibiting the absurdity 
of the idee. to extract value from randomness. Let us take that of an ape operating 
a typewriter. In this case, no one will believe that an automatic selection principle 
sieving the ape's proceedings could ever cause the origination of sustained sense 
and beauty from the animal's performance. 

It is high time to set a term to the magic of chance. It is an illusion frustrating 
sound understanding. 

Case IV of art. 23 might obtain some explanation as follows. 
The only chance to amve at some idea of the mental scene of bioconsciousness 

is to inspect carefully the physica.l process with which it is complementarily as
sociated, the process of the evolution of life, and to try to imagine what kind of 
subjective "semantics" is developed by the events determining the course of this 
process, the mutations. We have tried to usa this method in ref. 4. Some conclusions 
are as follows: 

Since mutations modify the visible forms and functions of life, and since this, 
essentially, is the only way in which they manifest themselves, there would seem to 
exist only one uniform expression of bioconscious creation, and not an equivalent 
of the distinction of (inobservable) thought and (observabie) action. Rather arbi
trarily, we might choose to classify the single ca.tegory of bioconscioUB mental 
performance as "thought". There should, then, exist two distinct modes, or aspects, 
of bioconscious thought. One should account of a certain "foreign" opposition 
experienced and explore foreign opportunities. lts image is the intera.ction of life 
with its physical environment. It might imply an "exploration drive" and recognize 
an "adaptation logic". The other mode should be image of the mutual interaction 
of living organisms and bear out the autonomoUB features of bioconscious creation. 
lt might imply a "competition logic". 

Since the atoms and (nucleotide-base) molecules in which bioconsciousness encodes 
its proceedings have cosmically determined values, bioconsciousness is to follow 
certain cosmica.l instincts. However, given the informationwise degenerate condition 
of the physical scene of the crnst of the ea.rth, these instincts might not he elaborate 
and thusrepresent very funda.menta.l trends only. 

The same lack of extensive pre-organiza.tion should deprive bioconsciousness of 
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observation faculties in any way comparable to those of man. In the human o.nd 
animal ca.ses, these faculties result from very elaboro.te and precisely otgsnized 
material sensory systems developed fully independent of-actually "prior to" -the 
processes in the human or animal mind. These systems, in effect, are provisions with 
a. bioconscious creo.tive origin, o.nd they are equipped with bioconsciously designed 
instincts. 

The bioconscious exploration and adaptation mode might replace the observo.tion 
faculties. It implies a. scouting faculty of possibly tremendous effectivety: the mental 
counterpart of the bacterial systems of the soil, the seo. and the air. Transducers 
of physical condition encountered to the bioconscious code. Faculty faithfully 
reporting about conditions existing in the materio.l environment. 

Bioconsciousness, clearly, has no fellows. In this respect, it must ago.in be completely 
different from human consciousness. There may exist a potential fellow associated 
with some other habitable corner of the universe, but with this fellow there is no 
interaction. Thus, the bioconscious mind is completely solitary. 

Finally, we may repea.t that proceedings on the scene of bioconsciousness must 
be very slow measured by human standards. The interactions developing its decisions 
count the time by generations of living organisms, by ages. 

Strange mental scene, but yet, we believe, decidedly not entirely beyond imagi. 
nation. At least, it is not difficult to realize, that it might well be very inappropriate 
to derive the definition of "mind" from the human case. And even a human being 
may ... close his eyes and ears, leave his muscles relaxed, and dwell solitarily in 
creative imagination and thought. There need not be much doubt, that the type 
of process of the evolution of life could effectively have aregular, well·ordered, 
mental complement. A scene entrusted to an operator passionately and frantically 
attempting to exploit the field of the possible encountered in the pursuit of some 
inherent promise . . . perfection ... 

The fifth proof, finally, can be elucidated as follows: The qualities and properties 
of the human mind have their origin in the nervous organization existing at the 
moment at which the operator started his work, birth. This organization comprises 
the generallay.out of the system, the couplings to sense organs, glands and mUBcles, 
the microphysically differentiated matrix·bases of the neurons. Offshoots has it to 
structure of any kind in any corner; through the Huid systems and hormonal feed
arounds it is ultimately coupled to the whole physiology of the organism. In itself, 
it bas in turn an origin : it is, as we assumed, bioconsciously-integrative multicellular 
development of the script originally carried in one fertilized oval cell. In this foetal 
phase the chief-operator had not yet assigned bis delegate ... 

It is difficult to delineate in the mature human mind the instinctive mental 
counterpart of the pre-organization. It comprises the basic categories, the bare 
perceptions and feelings, the fundamental strivings and impulses which condition 
and direct experience and action. The description is a psychological problem; the 
approximation is possible by aid of the inquisitive-experimental communication 
methods of tbis science. Records obtained are to be scanned for the stereotyped 
features of human concept and conduct. They have their facts in the sensory reports 
of the external world and their purposes in the emotional instints of the people 
concerned. 

By this insight, the instincts invo.riably witness of the works and intentions of 
the chief operator. Should not some image of bis Self, at least some notion of his 
existence result from these references ? 

Reviewing the record of human concept o.nd conduct as recommended, we indeed 
find the peoples of tbis world all trying to reconstruct from the ground-stuff of their 
experience some concept of God, intuitive image of a Chief-crea.tor ... 
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